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PJ-1233 “TRADITIONALISM REVISITED"—The BOB 

BROOKMEYER Quintet. Rare moments faithfully captured 

In sparkling high fidelity! Here is an album that repre
sents one of those special occasions when a great jazz 
group catches on fire and bums with intensity and 
brilliance. You must hear this! Featuring JIM HALL and 
the remarkable clarinet, tenor and baritone of JIMMY 
GIUFFRE.
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PJM-403 "JAZZ SHOWCASE”—Introducing THE MASTER- 

SOUNDS. In five years, WORLD-PACIFIC has introduced 

three distinctive new groups. All were unknown-all 

shot straight to the top: The Gerry Mulligan Quartet, 

the Chet Baker Quartet and the Chico Hamilton Quintet. 

NOW here is the fourth group-destined for the same 

kind of acceptance and fame: THE MASTERSOUNDS!

PJM-404 "JAZZ SWINGS BR0ADWAY”-the CHICO 

HAMILTON Quintet, the BUD SHANK-BOB COOPER Quin

tet. the STU WILLIAMSON Quartet and the RUSS free 
MAN Trio perform 12 wonderful tunes from current hit 
musical shows! A musical adventure down the "Great 
White Way"-an absorbing collection to match mam 
moods. Your WORLD-PACIFIC Dealer will be pleased to 

demonstrate this exciting album for you.
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at better music stores and record shops throughout the world
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"Gibson Boy"/..Ta I Farlow
Truly a booster of his favorite guitar.
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Tai Farlow has written and recorded

Gibson Boy" in a newly released album.

Heralded as the "brightest new star" 

among guitarists, Tai justifies this title in

his brilliant recordings, his enthusiastic

jazz sessions. For his fresh easy style, his 

wide ranges of moods and music,

Tai Farlow is a confirmed "Gibsonite,1

as are so many other top stars.
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GIBSON, INC., Kalamazoo, Michigan
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ly, Gene, Bud, and others who were 
'popular.” Today, these same people

town and have a jazz show on Satur
day night. Also, I have been given the 
go-ahead by the program director to 
play all of the jazz that I want to dur
ing the weekday evenings. The good 
part is that the people seem to like it 
The bad part is that there aren't any 
jazz records available in the library v 
play.

1 have a pretty good collection my
self, but six nights a week can d< pk* 
the newness if the :-ides to the listenei 
Can you blame the management for 
not putting out a lot of money for jazz 
albums when The Cornball Record Co 
is fighting to get them to take the 
latest Big Jay McNowhere side free?

We don’t have a single Fantasy, Pa
cific, Contemporary, etc. album un the 
place (except mine). If these and other 
companies would send them to us, we'd 
play the varnish off them. And I’ll bet 
you that would be the case all over.

So, how about it, you makers of the 
cool sounds, give us a break. We are 
trying to give you one.

Well, a hooray and a hearty Hi-Ho 
Silver to readers Bowen and Allen. 
These two gentlemen have touched on 
the jig question concerning iazz on the 
radio (Chorda and Diacords Nov. 28 
Down Beat).

As a disc jockey, I can chime in with 
these two. I am in almost the same 
position as Allen. I work in a college

Known as terrific
.ML ■

#1 new drum star in Down I
Beat 1 .'ternut .onai J azz Cnt*c s 
Poll... records with ow 
on West Coast... plays Gretsch ... '
Broadkaster Drums. * — ,
Uses a lot of brush work—done with ” \
a soft, delicate touch ... very unusual 
styling. Combines drama and humor in interesting solos. 4
Doesn’t stick to usual drum figurations--rather plays what Stfl 
he feels, using techniques which might be used by other 
instruments... fine technique, very individual.
Raves about his own Gretsch Broadkaster set... says Gretsch drums' 
great sound, good looks a “must” in small group playing... big 
band drum stars call Gretsch tops too.
See Gretsch drums at your dealer's... sound them out for yourself... 
FREE Gretsch Drum Catalog shows drum sets in color... write for one.

like h >nky tonk piano, Welk, or some 
other foolish thing which hits their 
fancy. Who cares what they like as 
long as they buy? Music, television, 
movies, baseball, and many other 
things are merely something to occupy 
void spots in void existences.

I, too, would like to hear some good 
jazz on radio, but fully realize the 
reasons why we don’t and don’t feel 
too badly about it as long as my rec
ord player functions.

Name withheld by request

Tj the Editor:
Don Gold’s review of Billie Holiday's 

new LP is the worst I’ve ever read! 
He always seemed to be a critic of the 
“knock-em-down-pick-them-up-a - little” 
school but proved it with thia review. 
He’s the type of critic who feels » 
important, he can say anything. Cut
ting down Lady is like cutting down 
Duke, Satch, Bird, Pres, etc. What 
these people are to their respective in
struments and Duke to his band and 
his composing, Lady is to jazz singing. 
Although she is not the same singer 
she was 20 years ago, she’s not worse I!

For your information, Mr. Gold, 
Lady can outproject any pop or jazz 
singer in the field! As for Lady being 
coarse, never! And as for her voice 
“technically,” a true critic would never 
take this into consideration of u jazz 
performance. After all, Satch and Lee 
Wiley, among other jazz bingers leave 
much to be desired technically — but 
not emotionally! And no singer today 
has the true emotion, beat, extraord. 
nary phrasing, that Lady has! And 
don’t mention these other so-called 
jazz singers to me! The jazz Bingers of 
today can be counted on the fingers of 
»ne hand! Many sing with a jazz feel 
ing, but to be u true jazz singer you 
need all that Lady has.

As one critic said: “If you want to 
know what jazz is all about—listen to 
Billie Holiday!” And so many other 
true critics, musicians, and fans have 
said so much about Lady it would be 
useless to reiterate. Suffice it to say, 
you should take lessons, Mr. Gold, from 
Hentoff, Feather, Ulanov, and Cosi- 
Also read some foreign jazz critics' re
marks on Lady! I thought just the fans 
here were useless as far as jazz sing
ing goes, but I see some so-called critics 
are the same! But then I’d put you in 
the class of fans who tnink jazz started 
in 1950. I’m only 22 but I’ve gone back 
and listened to all eras of jazz. Maybe 
you should do the same!

The world’s greatest
Billie Holiday fan, 

Eugenias Chronopoulos
Ivlvk I KI H The FRED. GRETSCH Mfg Co.. Dept DB 127 
UHL I QUI I 60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, NY.

Doesn't Matter . . .
Small Town, Mass. 

To the Editor:
I have been a record dealer for over 

10 years. When I entered this glorious
ly artistic field, I entertained thoughts 
of selling better music through expos
ing customers to it. I gave up the idea 
nine years age. I would rather sell jazz 
that I like than Elvis or the other 
teen-age idols, but it really doesn’t 
matter. The dough is the same. Ac
tually, if the Duke started to be a big 
seller and these brats started swoon
ing over Ray Nance or Johnny Hodges. 
I would start to wonder what was 
wrong with my .musical viewpoint.

I am a musical snob, and I feel that 
anyone who is deeply interested in the 
classics or jazz, or any other worth
while form of music, has a right to be.
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the first chorus
_______________ By Jack Tracy
I live in a suburb south of Chicago, 
one developed since the end of the war. 
In the main its population consists of 
white collar workers — advertising 
agency men, salesmen, publications 
people, and even a couple of stray disc 
jockeys.

There is no night life to speak of in 
the town, and any exposure to jazz the 
residents get is limited to radio, TV, 
and 30-mile journeys into Chicago.

Thus a project that longtime Dixie
land trumpeter Bill Tinkler, a resident 
of the community, undertook recently 
intrigued me a great deal because of 
its uniqueness. He proposed that one of 
the local churches hold a midweek jazz 
concert in its basement auditorium. 
Admission would be free to anyone who 
cared to attend.

With the cooperation of the Ameri
can Federation of Musicians music per
formance trust fund and officers of the 
church’s mens club, the deal and date 
were set despite some rumblings from 
a few of the church members who 
didn’t like the association of “night 
club music” and the church.

Some 250 people attended.
Tinkler had no idea of what to ex

pect in the way of reaction or attend
ance, and was understandably nervous 
about the venture.

He need not have been.
His Dixieland group (Sid Dawson, 

trombone; Stu Horton, clarinet; Cliff 
Nies, piano; Ken White, bass; Don 
King, drums) played a two-hour con
cert that not only had its musical re
wards, but also entertained. The band 
showed obvious pleasure in playing, 
the men acknowledged applause, and 
a rapport was built up between musi
cians and audience that was a delight.

They received an entirely unexpected 
but heartfelt standing ovation at the 
end. They will bo welcomed back any
time they can make it.

I am one of those who would like to 
see jazz move out of some of the un- 
aavory traps in which it now exists. 
There are, and always will be, a num
ber of clubs which present jazz circum
spectly and without the petty gouging 
and rudeness to which so many subject 
the patrons.

But if we want to create an ever
growing market for the music and ex
pose it to more ears, we must continue 
to not only cultivate the recently- 
opened-up college concert field, but seek 
other outlets as well.

Youngsters aren’t allowed in night 
clubs. Many can’t afford tickets to the 
traveling package shows. But I think 
a lot of them would be eager to attend 
iazz concerts that need not necessarily 
feature big name musicians if they had 
the chance.

And what better place to begin a pro
gram of modest concerts than in 
churches and youth groups and neigh
borhood playgrounds and high schools, 
where adult supervision is always 
available?

Go to them instead of making them 
come to you, and the young people now 
listening to There*a a Whole Lot of 
Shaking Going On and Raunchy and 
Jailhouse Rock would quickly switch 
affections to Strut tin’ with Some Bar
becue or Doodlin’ or Bernie’s Tune.

That’s what I think, anyway.

fdbS
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Always use Gibson — thay're tops!

GISSON, INC., KALAMAZOO, MICH.

Select the instrument 

you really want . . . 

ond ploy your very best— 

with the finest quality strings.

NEW YORK
JAZZ: Coleman Hawkins’ horn was stolen recently, and 

he’s been working out a new one with a stubborn mouth
piece. It hasn’t dampened his musical activities: Hawk 
made a guest night appearance with Bobby Hackett’s group 
at the Voyager room of the Henry 
Hudson hotel, cut an LP with Oscar 
Peterson’s trio and Alvin Stoller for 
Verve, and has a string date and a 
session with Roy Eldridge upcoming . . . 
Hackett cut a Capitol LP with Jack 
Teagarden, Peanuts Hucko, Gene Schroe
der, Buzzy Drootin, Ernie Caceres, Bil
ly Bauer, and Jack Lesberg among the 
participants. Bob Wilber now doubling 
on vibes with Hackett’s group, and Dick 
Hafer replaced Ernie Caceres on tenor 
and baritone . . . Roy Eldridge is set 
indefinitely with Sol Yaged’s group at 
the Metropole. Cozy Cole was due back Hawkins 
around Thanksgiving time . . . Ralph Burns escaped serious 
injury, but was hospitalized with smoke inhalation when a 
fire swept his apartment. . . Sammy Davis Jr.’s new album, 
Mood To Be Wooed, for Decca, features Sammy singing 
with solo accompaniment by guitarist Mundell Lowe.

Leonard Feather supervised Willie (The Lion) Smith's 
Dot date, to be called, The Lion Roars. One LP side features 
Smith and Feather in an interview-playing session, and 
the flip has Smith talking and playing . . . Frank Socolow 
has formed a new group, with trombonist Frank Rehak 
and Hank Jones set so far ... Ed Wasserman replaced 
Gail Curtis as reed man with Gene Krupa’s group . . . 
Dick Hyman’s trio moved into Cherry Lane after Mary 
Lou Williams . . . Charlie Mingus and his Jazz Workshop 
were booked indefinitely at the Half-Note, with satirist- 
nionologist Gene Shepherd appearing with the group on 
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays . . . Eddie Costa and 
Bernard Peiffer shared the Composer bandstand, starting in 
mid-November . . . Chet Baker is rehearsing a new group, 
reported to be piano-less and drum-less . . . Vic Feldman 
signed with Contemporary , . . Willis Conover and the 
Voice of America were scheduled to invade Carnegie hall 
late in November to broadcast the jazz concert for the 
benefit of Morningside community center. Dizzy Gillespie’s 
band, Billie Holiday, Thelonious Monk’s group featuring 
John Coltrane, Chet Baker-Zoot Sims and their group, 
Sonny Rollins, and guest singer Ray Charles were fea
tured . . . Riverside signed altoist Dick Johnson, and cut 
him with Wilbur Ware, Philly Jo Jones, and Dave McKenna 
. . . Randy Weston and Marshall Stearns combined in a 
lecture-concert presentation at Dickenson college, Carlyle, 
Pa., in mid-November . . . George Avakian was stricken 
with mononucleosis and bedded for several weeks . . . Ola 
Hanson replaced Don Sebeski in Kai Winding’s trombone 
section.

British clarinetist Vic Ash will bring his quartet to this 
country in exchange for the Modern Jazz Quartet. John 
Lewis plans to remain in Europe for possibly two months 
after the MJQ finishes its dates . . . Stan Getz sat in with 
the Cal Tjader group at Birdland, and played baritone as 
well as tenor . . . Tony Scott sat in with Dizzy’s band on 
closing night at Birdland . . . Fred Katz signed with 
Decca . . . Phineas Newborn is seriously ill in a New York 
hospital . . . Junior Mance, pianist with the Julian (Can
nonball) Adderley group, replaced Wynton Kelly in Dizzy’s 
band.

Paul Weston signed to cut two LPs for Verve, one with 
Ella singing Irving Berlin tunes, and another with Stan 
Getz . . . Duke Ellington received a citation from the 
NAACP at a formal dinner in the Hotel Roosevelt late 
in November . . . Franchot Tone will read about the Jazz 
Age for Riverside when he cuts an LP of selections from 
F. Scott Fitzgerald . . . Phylis Pinkerton and her group, 
with Jean Nelson, bass; Vince Bottari, alto, and Nino Bruno 
on drums, played a Monday night session at Birdland, and 
drew warm applause . . . Embers owner Ralph Watkins 
lost a finger in a door jamb accident . . . Hank Jones and 
Frank Rehak will record a Hank and Frank album for 
Roost . . Hod O’Brien replaced Bill Evans on piano in

(Continued on Page 40)
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Two For Number 84

Minerva Place in Yonkers, N.Y., be
came W.C. Handy Place.

The week of Nov. 10-17 was pro
claimed W.C. Handy week by New 
York’s mayor Robert Wagner.

Family members and close friends 
gathered at Handy’s home for one 
celebration, and an imposing roster of 
show business celebrities and fellow 
composers gathered at the Waldorf- 
Astoria hotel for another.

The occasion was the 84th birthday 
of “The Father of the Blues ’ Nov. 16.

His health delicate, his sight dimmed, 
the composer of St. Louis Blues, Mem
phis Blues, Yellow Dog Blues, and 
many more, announced that he was still 
active as a writer.

“I’ve written another composition,” 
he said. “It’s called They That Sow in 
Tears Shall Reap in Joy."

At the Waldorf, world amateur ten
nis champion Althea Gibson made her 
debut as a singer in his honor, Paul 
Whiteman directed a 30-piece orches
tra in his compositions, and a show 
was presented that included the 34- 
voice Edward Boatner choir, Art Lund, 
Betty Madigan, opera singei’ Robert 
McFarren, and the Norma Miller danc
ers, among others.

Present at the fete to honor Handy 
were Ralph Bunche, Rep. Adam Clay
ton Powell, Morton Downey, Oscar 
Hammerstein II, and novelists Pearl 
Buck and Fanny Hurst.

Another celebration is planned for 
next year. This one, to be held in 
Hollywood, will climax W.C. Handy 
year, during which the filmed musical 
story of his life, starring Nat Cole, will 
be released.

Voice For America?
Nearly everyone is agreed on the 

horrible state of jazz on American 
radio.

Recently, Willis Conover, who con
ducts the jazz series beamed around 
the world for the Voice of America, did 
something about it.

He offered his voice, jazz knowledge, 
record library, and free time to any 
New York station willing to carry a 
jazz program similar to the dignified, 
informative VOA presentations.

And, it wouldn’t cost the station a 
penny.

Conover, who conducted a similar 
show without charge on a Washington 
area station for several years, said 
the only stipulation would be the show, 
shows, or series, would be completely 
sustaining. He noted that he would 
be offering his resources at no charge, 
and that the station could well include 
the programming as part of its public 
service time.

Conover, who lives in New York 
every weekend after working some 60 
weekday hours on his regular Voice 
programming, offered his time to an
swer a need for jazz at home. “The

December 26, 1957

Voice Conover

rest of the world is hearing the best 
of our American music,” he said. “It 
seems only logical that we should be 
hearing it here, too.”

Conover would take on the American 
radio show in addition to his regular 
VOA duties.

"It seems to me that the broadcasting 
of jazz—certainly a minority interest 
music—would come under FCC regula
tions regarding public service program
ming,” Conover told Down Beat. “The 
very fact that radio station time sales
men agree jazz cannot be sold appears 
to bring it, by definition, under that 
FCC regulation. There are certainly 
people who want to hear jazz, but have 
no place to tune it in.”

Conover said he would conduct the 
programs at any time slot he and the 
station could work out. “It could be a 
three-hour-a-night show over a week
end,” he said, “Or any such arrange
ment. I could do this from Washington, 
but I prefer to spend my weekend's in 
New York, where I can listen to live 
jazz and where I have many friends 
who are interested and stimulated in 
jazz and things other than jazz as 
well.”

No novice to either radio or jazz, 
Conover has been an active announcer 
for more than 20 years. During that 
time he has operated in the Washing
ton area and stimulated clubs, musi
cians (to the extent of organizing, 
with the late Joe Timer, THE Orches
tra in Washington), and jazz in per
son as well as on the air. He has also 
been MC and commentator at the New
port Jazz Festivals.

With a New York area show, Con
over said, “Instead of referring to 
Cash Box or trade publications like it 
for the top pop 40, we would take, as 
I now do for the VOA, the concensus 
of critics all over the world who have 
the best qualified opinions on the past, 
present, and future of our American 
music. As with my Voice shows, my 
own personal taste will also be a factor 
in the choice of records.

“I’d like to avoid commercials be
cause on a jazz show, somehow, it be
comes automatic to use the lowest form 
of radio advertising. This is spectacu

larly inappropriate, since the audience 
for jazz includes persons with—nat
urally or trained—high sensibilities 
and taste; and in any case, nearly ev
ery jazz enthusiast is a jazz fan be
cause he does not accept what he is 
told simply because he is told it.

“Standard radio advertising is not 
likely to be effective in his case. Un
less the commercial approach can be 
integrated effectively, I would rather, 
in this case, forget the money.

“Don’t misunderstand me,” Conover 
grinned, “I dig money—and make it 
in other areas of radio and TV. But in 
these circumstances, it must come sec
ond to good programming.”

Jazz Goes To Little Rock
Composer-arranger George Russell 

took time out from his writing for an 
upcoming Sonny Rollins Riverside ses
sion to do some letter writing in mid
November.

He had read newspaper accounts of 
the backgrounds of the nine Negro 
students who made integration stick al 
Little Rock high school, and noted that 
their unofficial leader, 16-year-old Ern
est Green, was a collector of modern 
jazz records.

Russell also sent along a copy of 
his RCA Victor album, which Down 
Beat’s review said “pioneered a new 
path in jazz,” and signed his note 
“from one pioneer to another.”

The return mail brought Russell this 
letter from Ernest Green:

“Dear Mr. Russell,
“When I received your album I was 

so thrilled 1 hardly knew what to do. 
I have been listening to jazz for about 
four years now and I shall always 
remember this album of yours. All my 
friends in my jazz group were thrilled 
to get this album.

“I take Down Beat regularly and 
remembered seeing the five star rating 
your record got. I never forget an 
album that gets five stars.

“I really dig your writings and the 
titles are the absolute end. If you ob
tain any more information on jazz 
would you be so kind to send it . . . 
jazz down this way is scarce.”

British Critics' Poll
Twenty-five British jazz writers and 

critics participated in the Melody Mak
er’s annual critics’ j»oll, and this is 
how they picked them:

Musician of the year: Duke Elling
ton; trumpet, Louis Armstrong; trom 
bone, Vic Dickenson; clarinet, Ed Hall; 
alto, Johnny Hodges; tenor, Coleman 
Hawkins; baritone, Harry Carney; pi
ano, Earl Hines; guitar, Freddie Green; 
bass, Milt Hinton; drums, Jo Jones; 
vibes, Lionel Hampton; miscellaneous, 
Frank Wess (flute); big band, Duke 
Ellington; small combo, Modern Jazz 
Quartet; arranger, Duke Ellington; 
composer, Duke Ellington; male singer, 
Jimmy Rushing; female singer, Ella 
Fitzgerald; vocal group, Hi-Lo’s; new 
star, Ruby Braff.

7•own Beal
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will encompass the jazz, pop, and, 
time, classical fields, according 
Straub.

No Brutus For Caesar
James Caesar Petrillo will 

again.
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flowing Down A Storm
During a performance of Madame 

Butterfly by the N.B.C. Opera com
pany early in November, a tornado 
whirled through Alexandria, La., plung
ing the opera house into darkness.

While the twister raged outside, 
leveling much property and claiming 
three lives, the pit musicians worked 
fast to avert panic in the auditorium 
packed with some 200 persons.

They staged an impromptu Dixieland 
jam session until order was restored.

Petrillo, 65, will begin his 36th year 
as president of Chicago’s AFM Local 
10 next year. He was renominated for 
the post by the unanimous action of 
300 members who attended the nom
inating meeting.

More than 12,000 members were sent 
nvitat ons to the meeting. Petrillo in

dicated that he was disappointed at the 
turnout but he expressed the feeling 
that it indicated approval of the loca 
leadership.

Nomination, in this case, means re
election. There is just one man run
ning for each position.

The local president job pays $26,000 
a year. Petrillo receives a salary of 
$20,000 as president of the AFL-CIO 
AFM, as well.

In comparable races for other local 
offices. Carl A. Baumann, vice-presi

Tliis was the scene a» the Count Basie band boarded a plane for Europe recently. 
From the smiling faces, it appeared that the tour was a success before the plane 
took otT. At uny rate, members of die bund were looking forward lit the kind «»I 
concerts which made the ntenl Verve LP, Basie in London, .1 critical success.

dent for 35 years, was reelected; 
James J. Petrillo, the president’s son, 
was named secretary-treasurer. H. Leo 
Nye was declared recording secretary, 
since Edward A. Benkert, recording 
secretary-treasurer for 35 years, has 
been ill. On Benkert’s recovery, how
ever, it is expected that Nye will re
linquish the post

What Else? ...
“The title was so good, we had to 

go into the business.”
That’s the attitude of Chicago staff 

musicians Porky Panico (CBS) and 
Paul Geallis (ABC), who have just 
formed their own record company, have 
set up a modest but effective distribu
tor setup, and have released their first 
single. It’s by Jo Ann Henderson, a 
singer at Chicago’s Club DeLisa—Baby. 
Please Don’t Go and Just Leave Me 
Alone, Their second release is due in 
January, featuring singer Johnny De! 
Mar.

Oh, yes, the title. The name of the 
firm is Phonograph Records.

Sing Me A Sputnik
It was inevitable. So it happened.
Jazz and Russia’s tumbling sphere 

formed an alliance.
Jac Worth, known in Chicago as a 

promoter with a thirst for the unusual, 
sponsored a Jazz Song to Sputnik re
cently at the Chicago chapter of the 
College of Complexes. According to the 
inspired press agent publicizing the 
event, it was “a musical exultation tn 
man’s entry into outer space.

The program consisted of music by 
jazzmen including Cy Touff, 1 13s 
trumpet; Gene Esposito, piano; Ira 
Schulman, tenor, and Lee Loving, vo
cals. Neville Black danced as part of 
the musical chain reaction. And an 
exhibit of abstract paintings, sculp 
ture, and mobiles surrounded the per
formers.

Visitors from outer space were ad 
mitted free. Earth people were charred 
$2.

Lou From Louisville
A Louisville, Ky., attorney has 

formed a record company specifically 
to record artists in the Louisville area.

Louis R. Straub, a Louisville at
torney, is president of the new» firm, 
Legacy Records. According to Straub, 
“there are some fine musicians in this 
area who, for one reason or another, 
have no desire to leave here. I think 
they should be heard.”

The labels first release will be a jazz 
album by the Trademarks—Dave Kling 
man, clarinet; Don Murray, piano, and 
Gene Klingman, bass. Future releases

U. S. A. WEST
Intellectual—Style

After lying dormant for months, the 
revitalized Los Angeles Jazz Concert 
hall last week bounced back with a 
snap.

In a radical departure from run-of- 
the-mill jazz concert presentation, 
Benny Carter and agent Jack Hamp
ton announced “The West Coast Poetry 
and Jazz Festival,” a four-day gab 
and music fest aimed more at the in
tellectual concertgoer than the ordinary 
jazz fan.

In addition to Shorty Rogers’ Giants, 
the bill included a group led by cellist 
Fred Katz with Red Mitchell, bass 
Dennis Budimir, guitar, and Buddy- 
Collette, woodwinds. Guest artists Bar
ney Kessel and Bud Shank also ap 
peared.

Participating in a tribute to late poet 
Dylan Thomas, and showcasing the 
work of Kenneth Rexroth, Lawrence 
Lipton, Stuart Perkoff, and Saul White 
was actor Rick Vallin, noted for his 
remarkable vocal range. Thomas’ taped 
voice was played to jazz backgrounds.

The festival was presented by the 
Venice West Poetry center, Carter, and 
Hampton.
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Ronnie In Doughville
Singer Ronnie Deauville didn’t know 

it, but when he was decoyed within 
range of NBC’s This Is Your Life tek 
vision cameras on No. 6. he was pro
jected into a new and exciting career in 
music.

In October, 1956, Deauville was 
stricken with polio, and after months 
in an iron lung has since been con 
fined to a wheelchair. He is former 
band singer with Tommy Dorsey, Ray 
Anthony, Jerry» Gray, and Tex Beneke.

As a result of his appearance on 
This Is Your Life, during which m.c 
Ralph Edwards appealed to viewers to 
help the invalid singer by buying his 
Era Records album. Smoke Dreams, re-
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Through its pop, jazz, and musical 
comedy label, Andex Disc Recording, 
the parent firm had already shipped to

covery.

A Crackdown
Making good its 

crackdown on dance

Deauville also received offers to ap
pear on NBC’s Steve Allen Show, The 
Perry Como Show, and The Jerry 
Lewis Shaw. And, to make his Christ
mas completely happy, a prominent Los 
Angeles neurosurgeon offered his serv- 
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canned music, Los Angeles' Local 47 
last month issued an edict aimed at 
spiking the guns of operators who 
avoid using live musicians.

Henceforth, decreed the union, “No 
member of Local 47, AFM, shall per
form, nor will Local 47 approve a 
contract for the furnishing of musical 
services by its members, in any es
tablishment which uses or permits the 
use of any records, transcriptions, 
tapes, wires, ‘canned* or other types 
>f mechanical or electronic devices for 
the furnishing of any music.’*

According to a union spokesman, tne 
new ruling affects all halls and audi
toriums, such as Elks, American Le 
gion, and women’s clubs, which would 
normally be locations for casual en
gagements of musicians.
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if Europe, Harry Jatnes returned tu 
his Hollywood stomping grounds to 
rack up the largest weekend turnout 
of the year at the Palladium.

James drew 2,402 dancers into the 
ballroom on Friday, Nov. 15, and 4,653 
payees the following evening. It broke 
the existing record for 1957 previously 
held by Ray Anthony.

Now's The Time
In veteran drummer Sammy Weiss’ 

book, “.. .now’s the time to present the 
neople with a nice sound.”

Sammy’s “nice sound” is currently 
audible at the Hollywood Palladium, 
where his 12-piecer has been signed 
for at least a month of private parties 
and public dances which began Nov. 29.

Describing his band’s book as “. . . a 
standard dance book supplemented by 
riff jumpers written by Benny Carter 
and other top arrangers,” the ex-Jack 
Benny drummer went on to tell Down 
Beat that he’s been “... chosen by the 
Palladium management to bring this 
kind of dance music to the people.”

Known throughout the music busi
ness as “The Drummer,” Weiss’ per
sonnel is: saxes--Gus Ehrmann, Dave 
Harris, Bill St. Pierre, and Russ Tay
lor ; trumpets—Tony Terran, Bobby 
Aielo, and Maurice Weiss; trombone— 
Gene Norton; rhythm—Abbie Fraser, 
piano, and Morty Corb, bass Aielo 
doubles violin, and Maurice Weiss, 
Sammy’s son, doubles drums.

Vanguard Goes Single
Vanguard, the first of the indepen

dent classical labels to move into the 
jazz market, aimed for another first 
with the start of the new year: its 
entry into the pop field.

With the Weavers and blues singer 
Candy Reed on its roster, Vanguard 
planned expansion into the 45 rpm 
singles field with full pop promotion. 
First releases were scheduled for Jan. 
10.

Under Vanguard’s new pop move, 
longtime jazz vocalist Jimmy Rushing 
will be given material for exploitation 
as a pop artist.

You Add One Honk
The musical complexion of Mode 

Records underwent a slight but signi
ficant change last month as a&r chief 
Red Clyde announced signing to an ex
clusive pact of honker Big Jay Mc- 
Neeley.

Marking as it dues the independent 
label’s first outright bid for the tock 
’n’ roll set, the acquisition of McNeeley 
will give birth to ar initial LP album 
and several single releases.

“Big Jay’s plans for the disc,” said 
a company spokesman, “revolve around 
'a genuine attempt to get across the 
showmanship in the band which is an 
important part of our presentation,’ 
the “go” tenor man says,”

The spokesman did not say, how
ever, if the luminous socks and instru
ments featured in McNeeley’s stage 
presentations would figure in the 
group’s record dates.

The Water's Fine
Plunging in with a splash of high 

toned intentions, Rex Productions last 
month entered the highly competitive 
album recording field with money, am
bition, and several likely packages in 
the can.

In a scene from Paramount’s St Louit Bluet film biography of W. C. Handy, 
Eartha Kitt sings while Nat Cole plays the piano. Listening nre musicians Barney 
Rigard. clarinet: Red Callender, ba»«, nnd Lee Young, drums. At right is Cab 
Calloway, who plays a rluh owner in the film

distributors what it termed “• . . an 
album of light jazz arrangements" fea
turing Red Norvo, Milt Bernhardt, 
Pepper Adams, Shelly Manne, Red 
Mitchell, und Bob Keene. Also included 
in the initial LP release is an album 
by the gospel singing Pilgrim Travel
ers, titled Look Up.

Due for release this month, Andex 
was readying two albums, one of which 
consists of vibist Vic Feldman, guitar
ist Dempsey Wright, altoist Roscoe 
Weathers, and clarinetist Bob Keene, 
backed by tho Felix Slatkin string 
quartet, with arrangements by Benny 
Carter and Bill Holman. Andex* ither 
LP entry, Mucho Color (Much Heat), 
is a Latin jazz album featuring Art 
Pepper, Conte Candoli, Bill Perkins, 
and Russ Freeman.

Art For Art
A new record company has made an 

art for art's sake beginning.
The familiar phrase is the title of 

the first LP produced by Dotted Eighth 
Records, Indianapolis, Ind. The LP 
features a Dixieland group headed by 
pianist Art Hodes, who performs in 
trie and full band contexts. Personnel 
included Hodes, Fred Greenleaf, trum
pet; Dave Remington, trombone; Bill 
Reinhardt, clarinet; Truck Parham, 
bass, and Fred Moore, drums. Among 
the tunes included are Livery Stable 
Blues, The Moodie, Washboard Blues, 
Tiger Rag, and Riverside Blues.

The company was organized by H. 
Daniel Birchard, an active member of 
the Indianapolis jazz club, and his 
brother, F. Pepper Birchard.

Spanish Dorsey Scores
The Spanish Gran Premio del Disco 

1957, top honor for recording in that 
country, was awarded to the Belter 
Sociedad Limitada for its recording, 
Recordando a Tommy Dorsey (Remem
bering Tommy Dorsey).

The LP contains 18 tracks of tunes 
associated with Tommy and Jimmy 
Dorsey during their long careers.





ENNY GOODMAN Hall of

struggling

a leader and

you
selected by DownHall of Fame,

(Continued on Page 49)

Krupa, Jack Teagarden. Teddy 
Ray McKinley, Claude Thorn-

of other swing era bands.
at the partial list of his side-

man, Cozy Cole, Mel Powell 
name them.

youngster learning his way around his 
horn.

although the former 
the latter. Benny’s 
financial as well as

studio musician, and

musician is still felt. His was the band 
that started to actively break down the 
barriei against mixed musicians on- 
stand. His was the band that put some 
pep into dance versions of pop tunes.

Benny has had a career marked with 
highs and lows,...........................

His was the band that cradled many 
leaders " ' ’

Gibbs, Charlie Shavers, Ruby Braff 
Red Norvo, Dave Tough, Sonny Ber

Among Benny’s other firsts were: 
playing the first jazz concert and the 
first concert of jazz music at Carnegie 
H-all, N.Y. That session has hit turn-

■ Benny Goodman, whose name was 
synonymous with the upsurge of bands 
during the swing era, has become the 
sixth member of the mythical Music

“It’s frightening, sometimes,” Benny 
muses. “A lot of people come up to the 
bandstand and say, ‘You know, we saw 
you 22 years ago.’

“It certainly doesn’t feel like that 
long.”

But it has been that long, and 
longer, if you take into account the 
years Benny put in as a sideman, a

have outweighed 
success has been 
musical.

His influence,

“I like to be optimistic,” he grins, 
“I guess they’re coming along. It 
doesn’t seem like there’s too much dif-

hill, Bunny Berigan, Jess Stacy, Ziggy 
Elman, Harry James, Vido Musso, 
Charlie Christian, Lionel Hampton, 
Lou McGarity, Georgie Auld, Johnny 
Guarnieri, Cootie Williams, Louie Bell
son, Buddy Rich, Joe Bushkin, Stan 
Getz, Zoot Sims, Urbie Green, Terry

Some of the driving force behind 
the early Goodman band can be traced 
directly to Benny’s brother-in-law, jazz 
writer and champion John Hammond. 
It was Hammond who set up the early 
band dates for English Columbia, and 
who discovered and promoted many of 
the fine Negro musicians who recorded 
with Benny and joined the band.

Over the years, Benny has seen musi
cians come and go. Today’s crop, he 
says, are about like those who were 
with him in the ’30s.

Fame. They seem to go together.
The man who did more to popularize 

big band jazz in the ’30s and ’40s . . . 
and a place in the Hall with Duke 
Ellington, Charlie Parker, Glenn Miller, 
Stan Kenton, and Louis Armstrong . . .

It sums up 23 years of swing, and a 
career still continuing.

Benny, looking more like a success
ful businessman than the stereotype of 
a bandleader, grins and reports, “I’m 
still enthused about my band.”

I he cui i ent edition is a group headed 
by Urbie Green, and with which Benny 
appears on some dates.

It’s the band that plays his old book, 
and some Goodman-styled arrangements 
uf current pops.

It’s the band he hopes to take to 
Europe and Great Britain for a tour 
next April, if bookings and the English- 
American swap can be worked out.

Look 
men :

Gene 
Wilson,

Beat readers in this magazine’s 21st 
annual poll.

Men previously elected are Louis 
Armstrong, Glenn Miller, Stan Kenton, 
Charlie Parker, and Duke Ellington.

Goodman will be presented a plaque 
signifying his victory, and a duplicate 
will be placed m the Hall of Fame, 
which is at the Berklee School of Mu
sic m Boston.

The first 10 places in the 1957 bal
loting were as follow:»:

1. Benny Goodman; 2. Count Basie; 
3. Dizzy Gillespie; 4. Art Tatum; 5. 
Tommy Dorsey; 6. Woody Herman; 7. 
Lester Young; 8. Bix Beiderbecke; 9. 
Jelly Roll Morton; 10. Dave Brubeck.
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1. Miles Davis...........
2. Dizzy Gillespie ...
3. Chet Baker ...........
4. Louis Armstrong ..
5. Shorty Rogers ....
6. Maynard Ferguson
7. Harry James ........
8. Roy Eldridge........
9. Donald Byrd........

10. Art Farmer.............
11. Conte Candoli .
12. Ruby Braff..........
12. Bobby Hackett
14. Kenny Dorham ...
IS. Harry Edison........
16. Don Fagerquist .
17. Joe Newman.........
18. Don Elliott.............
19. Clark Terry ...........
20. Charlie Shavers
21. Thad Jones............
22. Wild Bill Davison
23. Buck Clayton........
24. Ray Anthony
25. Lee Morgan . .
26. Jack Sheldon
27. Cat Anderson ....
28. Billy Butterfield ...
29 Johnny Windhurst
30 Stu Williamson . ..

1. J. J. Johnson ....
2. Bob Brookmeyer
3. Kai Winding ...
4. Bill Harris..........
5. Frank Rosolino
6 Jack Teagarden
7. Jimmy Cleveland
8. Carl Fontana .
9 Urbie Green ...

10. Buddy Morrow
11. Milt Bemhart
12. Vic Dickenson
13. Frank Rehak .
14. Trummy Young
15. Eddie Bert .
16. Ray Sims..........
17. Benny Green
18. Kid Ory...............
19 Willie Dennis
20. Melba Liston ...
21. Tyree Glenn ...
21. Wilbur de Paris
21. Eddie Hubble ..
24. Lawrence Brown
25. Abe Lincoln........
26. Tommy Turk ....
27. Britt Woodman
28. Bob Enevoldsen
28. Herbie Harper ...
28 Lou McGarity ..
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1. Gerry Mulligan
2. Harry Carney
3. Pepper Adams
4. Cecil Payne ...
5. Jimmy Giuffre .
6. Ernie Caceres .
7. Gil Melle..........
3. Bud Shank........
9. Charlie Ventura

10. Al Cohn ............
11. Lars Guilin
12. Danny Bank ...
13 Sahib Shihab .
14. Charlie Fowlkes
15. Virgil Gonsalves
16. Jack Nimitz .
17. Butch Stone
18. Joe Rushton
19. Leo Anthony .
20. Marty Flax........

1. Stan Getz.............
2. Sonny Rollins
3 Zoot Sims ............
4. Bill Perkins...........
5. Coleman Hawkins
6. Lester Young ....
7. Lucky Thompson
8. Al Cohn ...............
9. Bob Cooper ........

10. Bud Freeman
11. John Coltrane
12. Ben Webster ....
13. Jimmy Giuffre ...
14. Charlie Ventura
15. Flip Phillips ... .
16. Paul Gonsalves
16. Hank Mobley ...
16. Sonny Stitt..........
19. Dave Pell . . ..
20. Bobby Jones
21. Georgie Auld
22, Richie Kamuca
23. Illinois Jacquet .
23. J. R. Monterose
25. Johnny Griffin ...
25. Paul Quinichette
27. Sandy Mosse ....
28 Warne Marsh ...
29. Freddy Martin
30. Erroll Buddle........
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1 Barney Kessel . ..
2. Tai Farlow...........
3. Jim Hall ...............
4. Johnny Smith ...
5 Herb Ellis............
6. Kenny Burrell ...
7. Jimmy Raney ....

Sal Salvador ....
9. Freddie Green . .

10. Laurindo Almeida
11. Les Paul...............
12. Howard Roberts .
13. Mundell Lowe .
14 Eddie Condon .
15. George Van Eps .
16. Billy Bauer ....
17. Joe Puma............
17 Chuck Wayne . ..
19. Don Hund ..........
20. Barry Galbraith
21. Bill Harris .
22 George Barnes ..
22 Dick Garcia........
23. Jean Thielemans .
24. Steve Jordan ....
25. Tony Rizzi.............
26. Wilbur Wynne .

1. Erroll Garner
2. Oscar Peterson
3 Dave Brubeck
4. Horace Silver
5. Andre Previn ....
6 Thelonious Monk
7. John Lewis............
8 Bud Powell.............
9 Billy Taylor ............

10. Hampton Hawes ..
11. Teddy Wilson ........
12 George Shearing .
13. Russ Freeman........
13. Hank Jones ..........
15. Count Basie............
16. Lou Levy ...............
16. Phineas Newborn . 
Ih Duke Ellington .
19. Lennie Tnstano ...
20. Pete Jolly ................
21. Eddie Costa.......... .
22. George Wallington
23. Red Garland
23 Dave McKenna .
25 Mary Lou Williams
26. Claude Williamson
27. Stan Kenton ........
28. Marian McPartland
29. Toshiko Akiyoshi .
29. Earl Hines ............
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CLARINET
1. Jimmy Giuffre ................... 1522
2. Tony Scott ..........................1391
3. Benny Goodman............... 454
4. Buddy DeFranco............... 326
5. Pee Wee Russell ............. 161
6. Woody Herman................. 122
7. Jimmy Hamilton ............... 116
8. Buddy Collette ................. 99
9. Edmond Hall..................... 85

10. Pete Fountain ................... 76
11. Sam Most........................... 67
11. Artie Shaw ....................... 67
13. Peanuts Hucko ................. 53
14. Rolf Kuhn........................... 49
15. Barney Bigard................... 47
16. Buster Bailey ..................... 44
17. Bobby Jones....................... 40
18. John LaPorta..................... 23
19. George Lewis ................... 21
20. Matty Matlock................... 20
21. Sol Yaged........................... 19
22. Gene Quill......................... 18
23. Bob Wilber......................... 17
24. Lester Young..................... 15

ALTO SAX
1. Paul Desmond...................1414
2. Art Pepper......................... 726
3. Sonny Stitt......................... 656
4. Lee Konitz ......................... 450
5. Johnny Hodges................. 402
6. Bud Shank......................... 216
7. Julian Adderley ............... 187
8. Phil Woods......................... 150
9. Jackie McLean................... 133

10. Zoot Sims ........................... 115
11. Benny Carter..................... 100
12. Lennie Niehaus................. 96
13. Gene Quill......................... 77
14. Charlie Mariano............... 68
15. Gigi Gryce......................... 67
16. Willie Smith....................... 49
17. Lou Donaldson ................. 42
17. Herb Geller....................... 42
19. Hal McKusick ................ 39
20. Ernie Henry....................... 35
21. Buddy Collette ................. 33
21. Ronnie Lang ..................... 33
23. Al Belletto ......................... 30
24. Earl Bostic ......................... 28
25. Al Cohn ............................. 24
26. Pete Brown......................... 21
27. Charlie Ventura.............. 20
28. Dick Johnson ..................... 19
29. Lennie Hambro................. 18
30. Frank Morgan................... 16
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223

Shelly Manne .. 
Max Roach........  
Joe Morello . 
|o Jones..............  
Chico Hamilton 
Gene Krupa 
Art Blakey ........  
Buddy Rich........  
Philly Joe Jones 
Louie Bellson .
Roy Harte..........  
Osie Johnson ... 
Don Lamond ... 
Kenny Clarke 
Mel Lewis ........  
Stan Levey........  
Sam Woodyard 
Connie Kay .... 
Cozy Cole ........  
Sonny Payne .
Art Taylor ........  
Zutty Singleton 
George Wettling 
Frank Isola........  
Chuck Flores ... 
Gene McCarthy 
Larry Bunker ... 
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8. Teddy Charles
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4. John Graas (French horn)........... 367
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25. Bill Doggett (organ)..................... 17
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27. Count Basie (organ)................... 15
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132 14. King Sisters............. 
Ill 15. McGuire Sisters . ..

87 16. Four Aces.............................. 28
66 17. Blue Stars.............................. 25
59 18. Pat Moran Quartet.........  22
55 19. Honey Dreamers................. 20

20. Andrews Sisters ............... 19
2g 21. Billy Ward's Dominos .... 18
33 22. Mello Larks .......................... 17
30 23. Starlighters .......................... 16
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2. Nat Cole.............
3. Joe Williams . ..
4 Mel Torme........
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6. Jackie Paris ....
7 Louis Armstrong
8. Jimmy Rushing .
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15. Bing Crosby ....
15. Sammy Davis Jr.
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24. Jo Stafford..............
24. Lee Wiley..........
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28. Lucy Reed ............
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PAL JOEY

“PAL JOEY" 12" HI Fl LONG PLAYING C3543, $4.98 ... place your order NOW

with your dealer to insure being one of the very first to have this wonderful new album!

ANDRE PREVIN and

coming

coming
coming

in modern jazz performances by...

HIS PALS SHELLY MANNE
and RED MITCHELL

from CONTEMPORARY, of course...
the company which originated the jazz treatment of Broadway shows 

("My Fair Lady” C3527 and "Lil Abner” C3533)

9 great tunes from Rodgers and Hart s marvelous score:

J Could Write a Book, Do it the Hard Way, Bewitched, That Terrific Rainbow, Zip,
It's a Great Big Town, What is a Man?, Talking tcilh My Pal, Take Him,

CONTEMPORARY RECORDS



Records ere reviewed by Dom Cerulli, Leonard Feather, Ralph J. Gleason, Don Gold, and 
Jack Tracy and are initialed by the writers. Ratings: AA AAA Excellent, AAAA Very Good, 
AAA Good, AA Fair. ★ Poor.

Toshiko Akiyoshi
TOSHIKO AKIYOSHI, HER TRIO, HER 

QUARTET—Storyrille 12" LP 91Bi Bela; Salat» 
to Shorty; Pm, Boo end Loo; Taking « Chanda

Swell.All; I'll lUmambar April; Thai
Personnel : Trio i Toshiko, pisoo ; Osear Petti«

•Mho, piano । Mussili,
Reuther, kaut Edmund Thiqpem, drum«.

Though five of these eight tracks add 
MussulU’s alto to Toshiko’s rhythm 
section, this is basically a blowing ses
sion with a minimum of pre-arrange- 
ment and pretention. Boots does some 
of the best work we have heard him 
contribute on records; both rhythm 
sections cook energetically, and 
throughout it all Toshiko’s improvisa
tions have more dynamic fire than any 
but a handful of her contemporaries 
can generate.

I particularly enjoyed Pettiford’s 
neat punctuations along with Toshiko’s 
delineation of the melody on No Moon 
At AU; the breathless pace of FU Re
member April, the longest but most 
consistently exciting track; and the 
neat fours with Roy on Thou Swell.

It may be my imagination, but it 
would seem that the trio Toshiko had 
for a couple of months at the Hickory 
House this summer was more tightly 
meshed as a unit than either of the 
groups heard with her here, despite 

their generally gratifying collabora
tion. Perhaps that unit may form the 
basis for her next LP.

Nat Hentoff’s notes are helpful in 
acquainting you more closely with the 
wonderful person behind these admir
able sounds. (L.F.)

Louie Armstrong - Ell* Fitzgerald
ELLA AND LOUIS AGAIN—Verve 12* LP

Naw York; Left Do It, Stompin’ el lho Savoy; 
I Won't Danto; Coe Baby Ain’t I Cood to Yen; 
I et a Call tho Whole Thing Off; Thovo foollih 
Thing»; I've Cot Uy Love to Beep Me Warm; 
Willow Weep for Met I’m Pallin' AU Uy Egg»

Kiek Oat of Yeai

Personnel: Ella and Lottie, roaalai Oscar Pa- 
teraon, piano । Herb Ellis, guitar| Ray Brown,

Don’t swings easily; Ella handles the 
mouthful of lyrics with remarkable 
grace, Louis sings 2% choruses, with 
interpolations from Ella, but the repe
tition of lyrics through all this tends

verse 
in on

tition of lyrics through all this 
to pall.

Whoopee is sung by Louis alone. 
Laughed has Louis singing the 
ad lib, delightfully; Ella comes____  
the second chorus, and they share the 
last laugh, with a little problem of 
pitch. Comes Love is Ella alone.

Satchmo picks up his horn for 16 
muted measures on Autumn. The in-

congruity of Louis’ personality and the 
subject matter of the lyrics is at least 
half the charm, although Ella’s impec
cable opening chorus in itself justifies 
this track.

Let’s Do It, despite Ella’s absence, u 
one of the glories of the whole album, 
At a sly, slow tempo, Louis sings the 
verse and four choruses, including 
lyrics that will be unfamiliar to many. 
His elliptical reference to mothballs u 
worth the price of the whole album.

Ella sings the lyrics moderato on 
Savoy, then shifts gears to bop it in up 
terripo; a touch of trumpet and a thor
oughly informal vocal duet follow, with 
Satchmo throwing in references to ev
eryone from Chick Webb to Charlie 
Buchanan (manager of the Savoy ball
room) to Norman Granz. This was an 
unofficial take, actually made during a 
rundown on the tune and so happily 
spontaneous that Granz decided to use 
it.

1 Won’t Dance is an unspectacular 
performance with modulations for the 
two singers. Gee starts with two chor
uses of trumpet. Louis and Ella both 
seem to have been enjoying this en
dearing 30-year-old tune during the vo
cals that follow, in which they update 
the lyrics by changing the Cadillac to 
a Mark VII and a Mercedes-Benz. Lett 
really gets the duet spirit, an element 
that some of the tracks seem to luck

Things is all Ella, and all soul. 
Warm opens with an entire chorus 
sung in octave unison, after which it 
takes Louis several measures to realize 
there has been a modulation. This is a 
slightly disorganized track. Willow, 
after eight bars of Ray Brown, has

sellers
ERROLL GARNER

Frank SinatraNat Cola

ElllNQTOHl

Erroll Garner 
Other Y orces 
Columbia 1014

Duke Ellington 
Af Newport 
Columbia 934

Love It The Thing A Swingin' Affair 
Capitol T (24 Capitol W M3

Modern J* Quartet Erroll Garner 
Atlantic 1265 Concert By The Sea 

Columbia M3 Capitol W «u

Shelly Menne, 
Friends 

My Fair Lady 
Contemporary 3527

Dave Brubeck 
Jan Goes To 

Junior College 
Columbi* 1034

Four Freshmen 
And Five Sases 
Capitol T 844

Miles Devis 
'Round About 

Midnight 
Columbia M»

Here are the 20 best-selling jazz records albums in the 
country. This biweekly survey is conducted among 300 retail 
record outlets across the country and represents a cross 
section of shops, not just those which specialize in ¡an

Down Beat
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Miles Davis 

Cookin’ 
Prestige 7094

12
Frank Sinatra 

Where Are You?
Capitol W 855

13
George Shearing 

Black Satin 
Capitol 858

14 
Shelly Menne, 

Friends 
Li'l Abner 

Contemporary 3533

15
Jonah Jones 
Muted Jan

Capitol T 839

16
Jimmy Giuffre 

The Jimmy Giuffre 3
Atlantic 1254

17
Milt Jackson 

Plenty. Henty S*tl 
Atlantic 12*9

18
Louis Armstrong- 

Elle Fitzgerald 
Ella and Louit Again

Verve 4008-2

19
Ray Charles 

The Great Ray Chariot
Atlantic Í2S1

20
Horace Silver 

Sin Pieces of Sihor
■lue Noto 1839
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Latest Jazz Releases...

MUSIC
FOR LOSERS : 
TURK MURPHY
MG V-1013...$4.98

MG V-8014...$4.98

MG V-8199...$4.98
See your local record store or contact Verve Records directly.

JÖAbiÄ
IN LONDON RECORDS

451 N. Canon Drive * Beverly Hills, Calif.

MG V-8100-3 com
plete with illus
trated booklet... 
$12.00
Also available in 
3 single LPs
MG V-8000...$4.98 
MG V-8001...$4.98
MG V-8002...$4.98

GETZ
MEETS 
MULLIGAN 
IN HI FI
MG V-8249...$4.98

THE
OSCAR 
PETERSON
TRIO
at the Stratford 
Shakespearean
Festival
MG V-8024...$4.98

FOR
MUSICIANS 
ONLY
Stan Getz
Dizzy Gillespie 
Sonny Stitt
MG V-8198...$4.98

JAZZ
THE UTMOST
Woody Herman and 
His Orchestra

ELLA
& LOUIS 
AGAIN
MG V-4006-2
(2 long-play 
albums). . .$9.96

Silver
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HOLIDAY

OSCAR 
\ PETERSON

V WILSON

NEWPORT 
ON 

RECORD...

KID ORYCOLEMAN 
HAWKINS

ELLA 
FITZGERALD

COUNT BASIE

DIZZY 
GILLESPIE

I
L___ ,

BILLIE

GERRY 
MULLIGAN



TURK MURPHY

RED ALLEN

JACK TEAGARDEN

KID ORY
now available...the entire

ELLA FITZGERALD
NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL

HOLIDAYBILLIE
as recorded by Verve in

WILSONTEDDY
13 long play albums...

MULLIGANGERRY
definitely a collectors itemAN TOSHIKO
for the connoisseur of Jazz!

LEON SASH

EDDIE COSTA

ROLF KUHN

DICK JOHNSON

MAT MATHEWS

DON ELLIOTT

CECIL TAYLOR

GIGI GRYCE

GEORGE LEWIS

DONALD BYRD

OSCAR PETERSON

SONNY STITT

ROY ELDRIDGE

JO JONES

COLEMAN HAWKINS

PETE BROWN

RUBY BRAFF

PEE WEE RUSSELL

BOBBY HENDERSON

DIZZY GILLESPIE

COUNT BASIE

LESTER YOUNG

JIMMY RUSHING

MARY LOU WILLIAMS

JOE WILLIAMS

MG V-8232 George Lewis and Turk Murphy at Newport.................................... $4.98

MG V-8233 Red Allen,' Kid Ory, Jack Teagarden, J. C. Higginbotham, 
Buster Bailey and Cozy Cole at Newport........................................... .$4.98

MG V-8234 Ella Fitzgerald and Billie Holiday at Newport.................................. .$4.98

MG V-8235 The Teddy Wilson Trio and The Gerry Mulligan Quartet with 
Bobby Brookmeyer at Newport............................................................. .$4.98

MG V-8236 Toshiko and Leon Sash at Newport...................................................... .$4.98

MG V-8237 Eddie Costa with Rolf Kuhn and Dick Johnson; Mat Mathews 
and Don Elliott at Newport.................................................................... .$4.98

MG V-8238 The Gigi Gryce-Donald Byrd Jazz Laboratory and 
The Cecil Taylor Quartel at Newport................................................ .$4.98

MG V-8239 The Oscar Peterson Trio,- Sonny Stitt, Roy Eldridge and 
Jo Jones at Newport............................................................................... .$4.98

MG V-8240 The Coleman Hawkins, Roy Eldridge, Pete Brown, 
Jo Jones All-Stars at Newport............................................................... .$4.98

MG V-8241 Ruby Braff and Pee Wee Russell; Bobby Henderson at Newport.. .$4.98

MG V-8242 Dizzy Gillespie at Newport.................................................................... .$4.98

MG V-8243 Count Bosib Band with Jimmy Rushing, Illinois Jacquet, 
Lester Young, Roy Eldridge, and Jo Jones at Newport.................... .$4.98

MG V-8244 Dizzy Gillespie with Mary Lou Williams; Count Basie with 
Joe Williams at Newport........................................................................ .$4.98

MG V-8245 Gospel Singing at Newport with the Back Home Choir 
and the Drinkard Singers.......................................................................,.$4.98



Address.
Zone_____ State

□ Enclosed is check or money order for $_____________ 
(add 25C for handling and mailing of each album ordered) 
□ Please send complete Verve catalog.
Name______________________________________________

VERVE RECORDS
451 N. Canon Driva • Bovorly Hills, Calif.
Please send the following Verve long-play albums:
MG V-______ MG V-______ MG V-_______ MG V-.

Latest Jazz Releases...

> ot. ■

DIZZY
IN GREECE
Dizzy Gillespie
Big Band
MGV-8017...$4.98

HAMP'S
BIG FOUR
Lionel Hampton 
MG V-8117...$4.98

THE SWINGING 
GUITAR OF 
TAL FARLOW
MG V-8201...$4.98

HERE COME

SWINGING 
BANDS
Woody Herman 
Dizzy Gillespie 
Gene Krupa 
Lionel Hampton 
Count Basie
MG V-8207. . . $4.S

DIZZY 
GILLESPIE:
WORLD 
STATESMAN
MG V—8174...$4.98

MG V-8200...$4.98

STAN GETZ 
AND THE 
COOL SOUNDS

THE
SAN FRANCISCO
JAZZ OF
BOB SCOBEY
MG V-1011...$4.98

JAZZ .AT THE 
HOLLYWOOD 
BOWL
Ella Fitzgerald 
Louis Armstrong 
Art Tatum 
Oscar Peterson 
...and others

MG V-8231-2 
(2 long-play 
albums) ..$9.96
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Louis singing at a tempo that’s a little 
too fast to enable him to give maxi
mum attention to the lyrics, with which 
he evidently wasn’t over-familiar any
way. Then comes his best trumpet work 
of the whole album, a full chorus with 
fine funky backing by Herb Ellis.

Louis sings verse and chorus on 
Rgff»: Ella, teo, sings the verse and 
chorus. Were all the participants sure 
they knew the changes on the last two 
bars of the release? Romance is just 
about the perfect example of this team 
at its most collaborative—great lyrics 
and melody, which both seem to know 
thoroughly; ideal alternation of the 
five choruses, with Louis and Ella tak
ing eights on the last; and an irresist- 
able beat throughout, for which Messrs. 
Peterson and Co. must share in the 
credit.

Ill Wind is a beautifully restrained 
solo by Ella. Stay has Louis playing 
both obligato to Ella and solo. Though 
he strains a little now and then, Louis’ 
Kick is kicks; it would have been even 
better as a duet. Learnin’ starts with 
trumpet, then Ella, then one of Louis’ 
most moving locals. Ella eomes in a 
little tentatively for an obligato on his 
last 16, and takes over at the end, with 
Louis below her singing the third a 
little sharp.

Although this album could be faulted 
on a few minor scores—the occasional 
problems with intonation and organ
ization, the feeling of emptiness some
times created by the absence of other 
horns to solidify the background (this 
is no reflection on Oscar and company, 
who are magnificent throughout), the 
comparative infrequency of the trumpet 
work—the fact remains that on the 
whole, judged as entertainment, and 
from the perspective of anyone who 
has ever had a phonographic romance 
with either Ella or Louis, this set is 
more relaxed and more successful than 
their previous cooperative venture. It 
can hardly fail tn break sales records 
for them both. (L.F.)

bassists, and his playing benefits from 
it.

Among the tunes, St. Louis is de
lightfully performed. Robins is a 
charming exploration. Bagley is solidly 
melodic on Midnight, and pulsates sol
idly on Double. Rowles’ arrangement 
of Cadiz is ingeniously constructed. 
Rowles plays wonderfully direct, richly 
communicative piano on Bachelor. But 
there is something of value on each 
track, with each member of the group 
making a vital contribution.

This is not experimental jazz. It 
isn’t mood music, either. It’s fresh, 
warm and solidly-based in jazz tradi
tion. It’s the kind of LP I wanted to 
hear again immediately after review
ing it. I can’t say that for too many 
LPs. (D.G.) *

The Big Sound is the
Decca New World of Sound

“Two years (courtesy of 
Decca) . . . two dozen 
white handkerchiefs 
(courtesy of Sat chino)... 
went into this contempo
rary masterpiece. But you 
hear only the glory! Bliss
ful listening as Satchmo 
talks, plays and sings 48 
great classics. Beautifully 
gift-packaged!” DXM-155

Chet Baker-Rum Freeman
QUARTET: RUSS FREEMAN AND CHET 

II AKER—Paeifir J a» 12* LP PJ-1332: Loop 
Nati; Fan Tan; Summer Skotch; An 4 flatnaan 
at Homa; Say If kan; Lath Lifa; Amblin'; Hngo 
Hurwhay.

Personnel: Chet Balter, trumpet। Run Free- 
maa, piano। Leroy Vinnegar, baas; Shelly Manna, 
drums.

You can listen to some LPs while 
reading a magazine, knitting, or taking 
a bath, without missing too much. 
There is an obvious superficiality about 
many of the LPs being treadmuled to 
oblivion today. This is not the case 
with this LP. You’ve got to listen 
carefully. You don’t have to assume 
either the Buddha or fetal position in 
front of your speaker, but if you relax 
and concentrate on what these four 
men are doing you’ll be the winner.

id)

Dun Bach**
BAMCALLÏ BACLEY—Dot 11’ U* DU* 3070: 

BatieaUy Baflo) ; Hui Mo lia S*. Louil, l oui»; 
>1. > d< Fyod Clydo; Robin» ond Rotoo; 'Round 
Uidmuhl, Vonblo Stop; Maidt •/ Coda; Tho

Paraonnel: Doo Baglay, b*M| Jimm) Rowle., 
piano । Shelly Manne, drama.

Rating t ArAWW
This is the first LP as a leader for 

Bagley, the ex-Kenton bassist now with 
Les Brown. He worked with his own 
trio for two years and longed for this 
kind of a recording date during that 
time. It was worth the wait.

While the LP bears Bagley’s name, 
it is as beautifully cooperative as an 
LP can be. Rowles plays with an im
pressively thorough command of the 
instrument and a perpetually fresh 
conception that is a ball to follow. 
Manne, as ever, is melodically inven
tive and consistently tasteful.

Since there are 11 tracks here, there 
isn’t a good deal of room for extended 
blowing. On some LPs this is just as 
well, but here it’s frustrating, because 
of the high quality of musicianship 
apparent.

Bagley plays with a display of mel
odic sense that must have escaped me, 
or been devoured by the band sound, 
during his Kenton days. He is much 
more concerned with melodic content 
than many of the faster-than sound

"Quickens your pulse... and 
if you're like me, it’ll mist 
your specs some, too. All the 
good, warm and wonderful 
sounds of the gala world of 
Jimmy Dorsey... peopled by 
Kitty Kallen, Helen O’Connell 
and Bob Eberly. Very cool
for Christmas!' DL 8609

Jazz Lab No. 2 Experimental arrangements, 
• (impositions by John Graas, Montrose, 
Shorty Rogers. Sidemen—Wiggins, Bunker. 
Giuffre, Fagerquist. dl 8478

Jazz Studio 5: Way out compositions by Ralph

"DECCA

** THE GREAT

I Jimmy 
^Dorsey

Purns. Mam*. Osíe Johnson, Hinton, Newman.
Byers, Buffington DL 823S*

Jazz Studio 6. The Eastern Scene: Amram' 
Barrow Quartet blow great standards, origi
nal works. dl dsm

•Available on Ext. Play 45
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THREE TRUMPETS
Ari Farmer, Donald Byrd, Idrati Suheman

He 
vig 
stir

HI unii bando,{ Kuu, Tootio, B hot » Nateti 64.
Pereoooel: Al Belletto, aliti | Jimmy Guinn, 

trombone | WilUe Thoinai, trumpet; Frè«l Crune,

panion volume indicate, that drum
mers can work together to find these

This is one of th* most exc tiqg albums ovet 
Farmer, Byrd and Sulieman have an old fash- 
oned 'oiowing session" in which each reaches 

for new heights of creative expression.

• H 
her 
♦rat

jazzmen working cooperatively to 
ate a moving sound. (D.G.)

Al Belletlo
RHlM»Ml NOT — Capital 12’ U* T 

Falling in Lov With Love; Whir per Not;

“Til 
•le< 
and

Gote «nutrì* / barato nnuuj/bobby Jeep 
prentgje T1O1

FLUTE SOUFFLE 7101
FLUTE SOUFFLE is a light, Tasty dish that's 
being enjoyed by a lot af an gourmets. 
Herb.r Mann and Bobby Jaspar both dou 
ble on flute and tenor and the result is a 
sensitive, swinging album. Joe Puma pro
vides excellent guitar work . . . Tommy 
Flanagan, piano Wendell Marshall, bass and 
Bobby Donaldson, drums ere the rhythm 
chefs. You'll like FLUTE SOUFFLE.

LIST PRICE $4.98 
FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST

modern jazz begins on

PRESTIGE

Art Farmer Quintet with Gigi Gryce
The great team of Farmer and Gryce has pro
duced some of the best jazz in recent years. 
This album is an excel Tent showcase for their 
talents.

1099MOONDOG
Moor.dog, (the c gmal, pre satellite, nas done 
.'□other unique LP lor Prestige. He utilizes 
street sounds, novel instruments ond complex 
rhythms to get this work into orbit.

DECEMBER RELEASES
GROOVY
Red Garland Trie wiS Paul Chambers, 
Art Taylor
FOUR ALTOS
Phil Wooer, Gene Quill, Sahib Shihab
Hal Stein
TAYLOR'S WAILERS

7113

711*

1117
Arthur Taylor with Donald Byrd, 
John Coltrane, Jackie McLean. Paul Chambers
AFTER HOUKS 111«
With FRANK WESS. THAD JONES. KENNT 
BURRELL. MAL WAlDRON RAUL CHAMBERS, 
ART TAYLOR

FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST

PRESTIGE RECORDS INC.
447 WEST 50th STREET NEW YORK 19

This record is the product of four 
individualistic, imaginative minds 
working as a group.

I haven’t heard Baker m better form 
m a long, long time. He plays with a 
lyrical force and considerable warmth 
here, indicating, too, a maturity of con
ception that often was missing in his 
past efforts.

Freeman's style, as annotator Andre 
Pievin indicates, is one of "tautness 
and clarity.” From a firm rhythmic 
base, he creates interesting linear pat
terns. He wrote six of the eight tunes 
performed here, and there is something 
of value in each of them. However, 
when Previn notes that "his invention 
is unflaggingly melodic,” I am forced 
to disagree. He is an individualist, im
portant in itself, and when at best is 
quite convincing, but I do not perceive 
a consistent concern for memorable 
melodic lines in his compositional ef
forts.

Vinnegar stands by like Goliath 
throughout, and Manne is superb— 
they form two-thirds of a rhythm sec
tion any group could use favorably.

Nest is a vibrant performance, with 
Baker particularly effective. Sketch is 
moody imagery in ballad form with in
teresting folk music overtones. Its con
tent is communicative, but it is a trifle 
stiff for my taste. Home features an 
attractive line and a full-toned Vin
negar solo. When is a cousin of I Got 
Rhythm. Life is given a warm, but 
non - exploratory treatment. Amblin', 
the longest track, writhes in blues 
based sensuality for 7 minutes and 12 
seconds, with a simple, pulsating solo 
by Freeman the high point. Hugo is an 
appealing up - tempo race, with each 
member soloing unaccompanied as the 
climax

Despite the limitations noted, this 
LP is worth ow ning. In overall terms, 
it is a meaningful presentation, char
acterized by the talent of four fluent

Rating
This is not the LP of the year, or 

any year, but frankly, I hope this 
group continues to work as a unit, be
cause to these ears it is gradually im
proving. Instead of capsizing in a leth
argic groove, this group seems to be 
enlarging its scope.

The solos are played with more as
surance and skill than they were dur
ing earlier days and more of the charts 
are worth hearing, too, for the collec
tive personality they reflect. One ele
ment the group can cherish, for ex
ample, is the excellent sense of dy
namics that encompasses the book.

Guinn and Thomas play with confi
dence and considerable skill through
out this set, managing to avoid the 
cliches of their instruments most of the 
time. Crane is an asset, too, playing 
competently on both baritone and pi
ano. O’Brien's sound, which made the 
group a sextet, is worth having around 
for the rhythmic drive it provides.

The group manages to entertain and 
make musical sense at the same time. 
The members of the sextet are aware 

of their responsibilities to an audience, 
without casting all principles aside in 
favor of audience reaction. More 
groups should realize that they’re per
forming for breathing, drinking, eating 
human beings. I don’t find the group 
vocals offensive, either. I find that the 
vocals offer a pleasant contrast to the 
group’s instrumental sound.

The interpretations here vary from 
a flowing west coastish Falling to 
Lover Man, an attractive Thomas tour, 
to 'Deed, a romping, churning excur 
sion with trombone and trumpet par
ticularly impressive. New is rather re
strained and 6'4, a Nat Pierce tune, ia 
on the Basie side.

This LP is not a shocker, as I point
ed out above, and there are solos that
don’t quite make it, but it is extremely 
pleasant listening and worth the ’ 
vestment. (D.G.)

Art Blakey
OKG1 IN RHYTHM, VOL. 2—Blur Note 

LI' I55Si tmuckf Elophant ¡Falk} Come 
nnd Moot Mo Tonight, jhdoiloh t Dolighl.

Oui

Personnel: Art Blakey, Arthur Taylor, drums) 
Jo Jones, Specs Wright, drums and tympan! 
(alternating! । Sabu, bongo and timbales) Potato 
Valdes, Jose V alien te, congas ) Ubaldo Nieto, 
timbales) Evilio Quintero, eeneerro, maraeaa, 
and tree log) Herbie Mann, flute and African 
flute (wooden)) Ray Bryant, piano) Wendell 
Marshall, bass. Vocals on tracks 2 and 3 by 
Sabu.

If Art Blakey had discovered Dr 
Livingston, he probably would have 
asked, “Conga or timbales, man?”

Blakey is a drummer. He finds in
finite satisfaction in the limitless pei 
cussive patterns available on the in
strument. What is just as important, 

patterns. This is exactly what takes 
place here.

As Ira Gitler says in his informative 
notes, this is a "singularly exciting 
and continually interesting session.”

Amuck features a series of wild 
drum patterns, all of them intriguing. 
Elephant Walk, with Specs Wright on 
tympani in an appropriate impersona
tion of an elephant strolling, includes 
a vocal chant by Sabu, some jungle 
flute by Mann, more violent drum in 
teraction, and peripatetic messages 
from Bryant and Marshall. Come Out 
is a semi - calypso mood, with Sabu 
singing the lyrics, the chorus joining 
in, and everyone hitting something. 
Delight is a blues, with Marshall lead 
ing and Mann and Bryant following 
before the drummers take over.

This is not for people in small-apart
ments or people subject to headaches 
<in slight provocation, but for those in 
terested in music that encompasses a 
part of jazz and forms that preceded 
jazz, this is recommended.

There’s a whole lot of cookin’ goin' 
on here, hut in this case too many 
cooks don’t mess it up. (D.G.)

Les Brown
COMPOSER'S HOLIDAY—.Capitol 12' 

886: Night Blooming faxe Man; Tropic» al Five; 
Bona Voyage; Lamont Jor e Key; Etpocially for 
Two; Apple Valley; Aurora; Brown in Fourth», 
Park Avnue Eteapade; How Now, Brown Cot 

Personnel: Les Brown, Butch Stone, Billy U 
selton, Matt Utal, Ralph LaPolla, Abe Aaroi 
reeds) Stumpy Brown, Jim Hill, Roy Main, tros 
bones) Bobby Stilus, Dick Collins, Wri Humc., 
Clinton McMahon, trumpets) Don Bagley, hri 
Vernon Polk, guitar) Norm Poekrandt, piano। 
Lloyd Morales, drums.

Rutin, i
Brown’s band is perhaps the only 

dance band organized today which

Duwti Beal
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BLUE NOTE 1562 
with ART FARMER, HANK MOBLEY, 
TEDDY KOTICK. LOUIS HAYES.
From recant reviews:

—DOM CERULLI, Down Boat
"Silverh striking uie of blue »onality in firmly 
structured compositions gives both of these 
discs (1542 1530) compelling interest . . '
He has instilled his quintet with . dash and 
vigor tha* are «xhilirating at fast tempos and 
stirring in the slower moods."

—JOHN $ WILSON, High FidnlHy
Th. pianist Horae. Silv.r writes in an angular, 

elegant manner . This music is subtly made 
and .l.ctrically pluy.d and improvised upon '

—WILDER HOBSON Saturday R.vf.w
"Hard modern swinging is »hi prescription 
her.. Th. straightforward yet emotionally pen.- 
tr.ating Silv.r compositions, plus top draw.r 
p.rformanc.s, Art Farm.r H Mobl.y, Silv.r, 
etc mak. this an album of r.al substance."

-THE BILLBOARD
PREVIOUS RELEASES:

BLR 153V SIX PIECES OF SILVER
BLP 1520 HORAC I SILVER TRIO
BLP 1518 HORACE SILVER JAZZ MESSENGERS

Compl.t. catalog on request

BLUE NOTE RECORDS
47 West 63rd St., New York 23
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Outstanding solo pi
ano set. Including 
coaplete analysis 
and musical chart 
explanation and les 
sen by John on one 
of the enclosed 
tracks learn his im 
arevlsiHonal tech-

I nique . . . It's a 
revealing and fas- 
eluting album.
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could pull off this type of album. It’s 
a sort of workshop thing, with scores 
contributed by Andre Previn (Night 
Blooming), Elmer Bernstein (Tropics), 
Jim Hill (Voyage and Apple), George 
Duning (Lament), Wes Hensel (Espe
cially), Frank Comstock (Aurora), 
Dom Frontiere (Fourths), Alfred New
man (Park Av.), and Marty Paich 
(Hoiv Now).

Some are swingers, others are moody 
pieces, all are well above and beyond 
the usual Brown dance fare. They’re 
all cut with the precision and pulse and 
guts that has enabled Brown's band to 
lemain one of the consistently fine and 
tasteful dance bands of the last 15 
years.

Most interesting, 1 found, were Dun- 
ing’s Lament, which achieved a yearn
ing mood through the device of having 
no key signature, and shifting key con
stantly. Utal and LaPolla appear here 
on flutes. Comstock’s Aurora, with its 
Menotti-like introduction, has a Ken- 
tonish feel about it. Aaron’s fine so
prano sax is featured.

Hill’s pair lean on trombone sound, 
and Voyage is very pretty theme, lush
ly blown by the trombone section. The 
late Bobby Stiles is featured here and 
on Night Blooming, Especially, and 
How Now. His passing marks the loss 
of a trumpet man of great promise.

Don Bagley has n lot to do, too. He's 
heard to advantage on Apple, and 
Fourths as a soloist, and swinging in 
the rhythm section on the other tracks.

Bernstein’s Tropics, although cast in 
5/4, is reminiscent of his scoring for 
The Man With the Golden Arm. Ussel- 
ton lops off some booting tenor on 
Night Blooming, Fourths, and How 
Now.

While this is not as free-wheeling a 
band set as, say, Woody’s or Dizzy's, 
considering the band’s night-to night 
context, it's a model for some of our 
other bands who have the potential in 
the chairs. It must have been u ball to 
cut. (D.C.)

Joy Bryan
J<H BRYAN SINGS—Mode 12" LP 1OH: I 

U «» Doin' III Kight; 'Hound Midnight; My 
Shinina Hours When the World Non lounff; 
Ui uni uni ppi Mud; My Heart Stood Still; You're 
Uy Everything; M hen It*» Sleepy Time Down 
South; Swinging on a Star; N hat 1» There to 
Say?; Down the Old Ox Road; I Could Write a 
Book.

Prri*onnrl: Joy Brian, vocallMt with Marly 
Puirh. piano and leader: Bob Enevoldaen, clar
inet. bu»« clarinet, valve trombone: Herb Geller, 
clarinet, alto: Bonnie Lang, clarinet, baritone, 
alto: Jack Sheldon, trumpet; Bed Mitchell, ba»s| 
Mel Lew Im, drum».

Itjting: Sit
Miss Bryan sings with a great deal 

of enthusiasm, but at this stage of her 
career with somewhat limited facilities. 
Her phrasing is awkward at times, and 
there are spots, too, as on Heart Stood 
Still, when her singing lacks the pulse 
of the ensemble. Overall, her vocal tex
ture is rather coarse.

On the whole, backings by Paich and 
his group are tasty and swinging.

There are glimmers of development, 
as on You're My Everything, which 
she sings with some beat and in easy 
range. But, she has pitch troubles on 
Swinging on a Star, some trying 
phrases on Or Road, and occasional 
range difficulties throughout.

What Is There to Say? shows that 
she has the makings of a singer. It 
seems a matter of time and effort be
fore these makings develop to the point 
where a full LP is justified. (D.C.)

ALBUMS

FROM ßlfllioi

June Christy's in a 
warm and easy mood 

V in relaxed ballads
arranged by Pete Rugolo. T 902

JIMMIE 
LUNCEFORD

IN HI-FI
Willie Smith, Trummie 
Young, Dan Grissom. Joe 
Thomas in Billy May's 
authentic recreations of 
the Lunceford style
TAO 924

GONE 
FOR THE 

DAY

THE
SHEARING
PIANO

Solo spotlight on |
George Shearing, in I
performances I
that highlight his I
unpredictable wit and 
poetic fluency. T 909

The Al Belletto 
Sextet in crisp, 

imaginative 
performances of 

standards and lively 
group originals. 

Their finest album 
to date. T 901

JUST ONE Ot 
THOSE THINGS Tire incomparable 

voice of Nat' King" 
Cole in easy- 

swinging ballads.
Backing by Billy 

May features brass 
and saxes, a 

bright beat W 903

... with you 
in mind 

Marian McPartland 
plays subdued Jazz 
versions of ballads, 

uptempo and folk 
tunes. Accompany

ing - bass and 
drums, harp and 

string quartet. T 895
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with a veneer of modem, 
cases, a good deal more thi

live fam die young, and have 
a good lookin' corpse— otc.

AMU Value urlH Orders of SI 5 or mere. 
SPECIALI 12" LPs Sl.M each

□ Reo MitcheU—Reflection! In Juz
□ Art Peppe’ Quaket with Russ Frermar
□ Shelly Manne—Bongo Session
[ Marty Paich Trio—Jazz For Relaxation 
□ Bob Gordon Quintet—Jazz Impressions 
n Marty Paich—Art Peppe- Qua-tet 
□ Chico Hamilton Sextet—Sta’ Studded Cast 

Gerald Wigg.ns Trio 
Red Mitchell—Five Brothers

5 Shelly Manne & Carlos Vidal—Congo Drums 

12" LPs S3 N each
George Shearing—Shearing Piano 
June Christy—Gont For The Day................  
Dave Brubeck—Pla,: and Plays 
f.’ar-oonds—uai ihowu.'«.......................... I

12" LPs M.M each
B -a & Mlles--Bird on 52nd Street 
Miles Davis Quintet—Bags Groove.............  
Mulligan Meets Monk.......................................... 
Gerry Mulligan 4 Paul Desmono Quartet

That’8 A Plenty is lyrical. Cary’s 
chart on St. James is very contempo
rary-sounding.

And it’s certainly a relief to hear 
Saints in new clothing.

Glasel, Pionsky, Salvador, and Hall

Personnel : 
veil, guitar । 
drum«

companiment is extraordinarily good 
on this album, too. Burrell ia rapidly 
emerging as the new guitar talent. His 
solos and his accompaniment here are 
superb. I was particularly taken by the 
exchange of roles between bass und 
guitar on You’d Be So Nice. Hank 
Jones plays particularly well on this 
same track. Throughout Taylor drums 
sympathetically, which is to say he 
doe- not intrude but helps the organ
ism grow (R.J.G.)

pleasant, listenable, and 
stimulating.

On the whole, I found 
set, the last six tracks,

by LORD RICHARD BUCKLEY 
music by Lyle Griffith All Rtw 
Lucky Thompaon

Katin«’ A A A AH 
basis of this LP alone,

DIXIELAND COES PROGRESSIVE — Golden 
Crest 12* LP CR 3024t Royal Gordon Blue»; 
High Society; IF ay Down Yonder in Note Or- 
loon.»; Batin Strong Blue»; IT hen the Saint» Go 
Marching In; South Rampart St root Parade i 
Mahogany Hall; Muthrat Rambla; That9» A 
Plenty; St. Jame» Infirmary Blunt; Darktowa 
Strutter9» Ball; Milanbarg Joy».

Personnel: (^Tracks 1-6) John Housky, trum
pet । Carl Janelli, elarinet| Dou Arnone« guitar | 
Jack Zimmerman, bast| Mel Zelnick, drums । 
Urbie Green, trombone। Bill Barber, tuba« Tony 
Aloes, piano. (Tracks 7-12) Dick Cary, alto 
hern, trumpet । Johnny Glasel, trumpet | Jerry

BAND LEADERS A VOCALISTS
Actual phofoa. B"ilV*. RtiaH

THE GETTYSBURG ADDRESS 
narration and hip translation 
by LORD RICHARD BUCKLEY 

SPEAK FOR YOURSELF, JOHN
JAMES DEANS' mnsMUte to ten

HISTORY OF JAZZ SERIES 
HI «2V0 ORY'S CMOLE TROMBONI

oughly modem in conception zind exe
cution. John Pionsky’s half-dozen 
hewed closer to the Dixie lino and feel.

Urbie Green shines throughout. His

Sood for FREE Catalogue» 
GIANT LP-EP SALII — FREE LIST 

SI.00 Dapaaif ea C.O.D. Order.
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If you doubt your ears when you 

hear this, that’s your privilege. Essen
tially, the idea is a simple one; take a 
dozen Dixieland classics and coat them

Paul €'.hamber«-
BASS ON TOP—Bio. Note 12* LP I5*9i 

Yetter day»; Yau*d Ba So Nice tn Coma Homo 
To; Chatin* tho Bird; Door Old Stockholm; The 
Theme; Conjettin9.»•cordi thippod anywhoro

MODERN MUSIC 
627 N. KINGSHIGHWAY
ST. LOUIS 8, MO. U.S.A

Often, the basic material seems too 
much for the treatment.

Cary’s name is misspelled through
out. A relatively small matter, but one 
which shouldn’t happen. (D.C.)

would rank Chambers as one of the 
best bassists in jazz and certainly the 
most exciting performer on that in
strument to appear in recent years. 
He has the ability to keep the listener’s 
full attention while playing a solo; he 
thinks of interesting, intriguing, and 
beautifully logical things to play; he 
has excellent rhythm and supplies a 
fine pulse to whatever he is doing; he 
has the technique to do whatever he 
wants. The combination of these pro
duces a remarkable bassist and on this 
LP he seems, to me at any rate, to be 
at his best.

Yesterdays, is a moving, provocative 
exhibition of Chambers ability to solo 
bowed, and when he goe-, into tempo 
at the latter part of the number, he 
reminds me of a bass version of Stuff

JOIN
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A preview of his first album —

JOHNNY La PADULA and the NEW SOUND 
Johnny Plays and Johnny Sings
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(add 4% tat in California)

this, Fuller’s debut as a leader symbo- 
“ ' irtance of the flow

for free catalog write:
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Curtis Fuller
THE OPENER—Blua Nota 12“ LP 15671 A 

Lvvaly Way ta SptnA an Baaning; Hafora i Ot- 
MlyfMi Har^a ta My LaAyt LUaYt Battami

ing highs and full, rich bass, plus exclusive Stereo-Vibrato*! . . These

Mobtoy, Wow (Traoki 2, 3, 5, and 6)| Bobby 
Timaaona, plaaoi Paul Qiomboro. baaai Art 
Taylor, dram.

Ratlag: ftp*«
This is the first LP as a leader for 

Fuller, 22-year-old Detroit trombonist. 
Fuller, one of a number of promising 
iar-zmen from that city, worked with 
Lenny Burrell, Tommy Flanagan, and 

Pepper Adams in the Motor City. He 
has recorded with Clifford Jordan. Son
ny Clarke, and Bud Powell, on other 
Blue Note LPs, but this ie his first 
opportunity to head his own recording 
group.

Fuller plays with a tastefully me
lodic sense m the tradition so well- 
established by J. J. Johnson. Most of 
the material contained here is present
ed simply and directly, with very little 
embroidery or bizarre wizardry. How 
ever, Fuller manifests what seems to 
me to be an annoyingly limited sense 
if dynamics that lends a sameness of 
sound to his performances, regardless 
of tempo. This tends to make some of 
his playing a trifle colorless.

Mobley has played with more strength, 
conceptually speaking, than he doe 
here. Timmons, however, is delicately 
persuasive, playing with a splendid 
touch and taste. Chamber* solos vividly 
and joins Taylor in maintaining the 
virile base of operations.

Fuller’s performance here certain
ly indicates appreciable potential. He 
could benefit, however, from listening 
■ittentively to the dynamic range 
achieved by Jack Teagarden or Bill 
Harris, two trombonists he favor«, ac-

THE SHAFER AGENCY — Depf. "D" 
971 North La Ciénaga Blvd Hollyweed 46. California

Discount to Dealers and Studios — packed 25 to a carton

Vic Dickemon
VIC’S BOSrON STORY—Storyrlllo 12" LP 

STLP 9201 Hold My Hand; Miutlotoo; In a Son- 
geuntal Mood; Loco Mo or Leave Mo; Millie 
Hoti Lover Como Bech te Mo; Big Boy; Yow- 
tordayu; J nut One More Chanco; Tic'» Bouton 
Story; AU Too Soon; Cottage for Sole.

Personnel t Vie Diekenaon, trombone) George 
Wein, pieno| Jimmy Woode (track* 1, 2, 3, 4, 
7, 8, 9, 10) and Arvell Shew (treeka 5, 6, 11» 
12 )♦ bean | Bussy Drootin, drums.

Rating । irirkit
The sly, ingratiating, humorous, al

ways musical Dickenson trombone is 
given an excellent showcase here, with 
appropriately sympathetic companions. 
Vic’s voice, too, is heard on the win
some Willie Mae.

Vic uses a variety of mutes to vary 
the sound throughout, but although the 
texture is changed, the overall Dicken
son sound isn’t muted a bit. Vic's quite 
personal style dominate? at all times.

That the album succeeds so admir
ably is a tribute to Vic, because sus
taining a 12-tune LP with a one-horn 
quartet can be quite a feat. The answer 
is in Dickenson, the man, as well as 
the musician. A less personal concep
tion wouldn’t have carried this off. Nat 
Hentoff’s liner goes into Dickenson in 
depth, and also sketches the elements 
in his playing which make it timeless 
and constantly intriguing.

All Too Soon is about as classic an 
example you’ll get of what Hentoff de
scribes as “uniquely representative of 
the vocalized horn in jazz.” (D.C.)
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Blu*»; Chuggin';

piano ; Cl 
roM?, and 
Chamber», 
Herbert.’*

Norvo. vibe»; Claud? M illiam»on, piano; How
ard Robert»' guitar; Curtin Counce, bans; Larry 
Bunker, drum*.

trumpet; Dave Pell,

—Grau«*; “Bert 
baritone; Don

Personnel: Track» 1, 4, and 5—John Graan, 
French horn; Jack Mon tro»?, tenor; Gerry Mig- 
Kin», piano; Malter Clark, ba»»; Larry Bunker, 
drum». Track 2—Graa». Montrose, Bill Perkin», 
tenor; Paul (.hamben, ba»»; Philly Joe Jone», 
drum». Truck 3—Graas, Montrose, Paul Moer,

for influential jazzmen and more atten
tion should be devoted to the musicians 
working in that area today.

The excellent cover photo by Francis 
Wolff is worth seeing. And, of all 
things, it is a photo of Fuller playing 
trombone. Blue Note deserves credit 
for being appropriately obvious. (D.G.)

Dizzy Gillespie-Stuff Smith
DIZZ1 GILLESPIE-SU FF SMITH—Verve 12* 

LP MGV 8214: Bio Pakistan; It'» Only a Paper 
.Hoon; Pur pl* Sound»; Ku»»ian Lullaby; Oh, 
Lady B* Good.

Personnel: Dixxy Gillespie, trumpet; Stuff 
Smith, violin; Manton Kelly, piano; Paul M e»t, 
ba»»; J. C. Heard, drums. Vocal on Track 5 by 
the Gurdon familv.

Rating : +++★12
Stuff Smith’s technique would not 

impress Heifitz. His immense capacity 
for life, however, would.

He is, as Nat Hentoff’s notes point 
out, “deeply, passionately involved in 
the act of jazz expression. He swings 
with deep abandon, and he builds a 
temperature of searing height. While 
his sound may occasionally be raw and 
hungry, it is a sound that by its blue 
roots and penetrating, vocalizing pow
er proves itself linked to a past that 
goes beyond the blues and into a field 
that hollers and cries.”

Dizzy hollers and cries, too, and this 
Set is a mixture of precious roots.

There is a fascinating interplay of 
horns (Smith’s violin is a horn is a 
horn is a horn), considerable wit and 
invention, and vibrant drive through
out.

The form is simple, but the thoughts 
expressed in string and brass are me
ticulously meaningful and the imagin
ative power displayed impressive.

The first four tracks are things of 

beauty. Pakistan, based on an exotic 
Eastern theme by Dizzy, becomes a 
discussion of the origins of jazz in 
Smith’s hands. Dizzy contributes a 
graceful muted solo and Kelly com
plements it with a comparably effec
tive solo. Smith slashes vigorously on 
Moon, before Dizzy emerges on a burst 
of notes leading to a dazzling string of 
related ideas. Smith builds forcefully 
on Sounds, then passes it on to Dizzy; 
Kelly takes over as Smith punches an 
obligato. After a gypsy tea room intro 
by Smith, Russian becomes a timely 
race, with both men digging in and 
Kelly following in appropriately fleet 
fashion.

The final track, brief and a bit out 
of context after the first four, features 
the hip vocal of the Gordon family and 
less of Smith and Dizzy.

For the most part, however, this is 
an inviting collection. Smith and Dizzy 
are warmly themselves and this is 
enough for me. Like, you know, Wal
lace Beery and Victor McLaglen dis
cussing old times. (D.G.)

Jolin Graas
JAZZ LAW 2—Deee. 12* LP DL 8178: lor«

In the past, many of John Graas’ 
compositional efforts have seemed to 
me to be somewhat pretentious, with 
limited effectiveness. There has been a 
stiff quality to his writing which creates 
a formal atmosphere where an informal 
one would be more communicative. 
There is less of this obvious striving 
for structural identity in this collection, 
which includes five Graas originals.

Nevertheless, his charts remain, for 
me, relatively undistinguished as mel
odic creations. As a jazz soloist, he ap
pears to be improving, in terms of the 
ability to sustain ideas and create ex
tended lines; although he does not do 
so with consistency here, he does mani
fest a maturing respect for the jazz 
idiom.

The charts, generally speaking, range 
from Mulliganesque impressions (Love 
and Chuggin') to routine Latin-based 
rhythmic exercises (Mood) to a reason
ably flowing large group effort (Guest). 
The value of the LP lies, largely, in 
the solos. There are many excellent 
ones, including memorable statements 
•from Wiggins, Clark, Perkins, and 
Chambers. The solos on Guest make it 
an excellent track, with Graas, Fager
quist, and Norvo particularly impres
sive.

Graas’ work will acquire greater sig
nificance in the jazz idiom when he 
can compose with greater melodic per
tinence. His playing, too, should im
prove as he works with some of the 
more fluent jazzmen, instead of Lib- 
erace. It is somewhat difficult to suc
ceed in jazz on a parttime basis and 
if Graas decides to plunge into the
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Personnel: Richie Kamura, Bill Perkin*, ten* 
or*{ Pete Jolly, piano; Red Mitchell, baa«; Stan

Hating: A» 6
Asserting that all blowing 

don’t have to take place on

MAIL 
TODAY!

only 5 J

Limited 

De luxe Edition

Jack Tracy, Editor 
Down Beat Magazine 
Chicago 16, Ill.
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Tracy,

Your volume of Jazz

only $2 50

Bound in bait grad« of 
dark red washable buck
ram with your name im
printed in gold on the 
front cover.
Truly a collector's choice.

Kamuca-Perkins
TENORS HEAD-ON — Liberty 12* LP 

3051: Cotton Tail; / Bant a Little Girl; J 
for Two; Indian Summer; Don't Be That I 
Qh! Look at Me Sow; Spain; Pick a Dilly.
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field full-time he could succeed as a 
composer and instrumentalist.

This LP is pleasant listening, to 
use a rather ambiguous term. It may 
be that Graas will have more to say 
in future LPs. Some of the material 
contained here indicates that he’s head
ing in a logical direction. (D.G.)

coast, with Hank Mobley, Don Byrd, 
and Jackie McLean, Howard Rumsey, 
the respected proprietor of the Light
house, has produced this chartless ses
sion in 40-15,000 cps Spectra - Sonic 
sound.

Although there are glimpses of glory 
from each participant, this set won’t 
scare any listener. At best, and con
sistency is not one of its virtues, this 
is pleasant, relaxed blowing.

Perkins is reasonably fluent through
out, indicating on several occasions why 
he has acquired more prestige in recent 
months. Kamuca is less impressive, but 
does indicate a more mature command 
of his instiument than he has, for me, 
in past performances.

Jolly pulsates ferociously through 
out, playing a variety of interesting 
lines. Mitchell is characteristically 
melodic in solo efforts and firm in 
rhythmic support. Levey is becoming a 
well-tempered drummer and rarely in
trudes, something of a feat for one 
who churned the Kenton board.

The tenors are appropriately tender 
on the lovely Girl and equally moving 
on Su miner. There is more action on 
Tail, Mitchell’s Blues, and Al Cohn’s 
Billy.

For those fond of blowing sessions, 
Perkins, Mitchell, or Jolly, this is 
worth hearing. It is not a landmark,

H «»n't Goudunov; Quiet Evening; Chevy*» Chase; 
Su Little Time; Bluet for Jerry; Devil Eyet; 
Summer Song; The Black Cat; Theme for a 
Starlet; Last Sight in Town; Stop!

Personnel: Hal Keller, piano; Kenny Smith, 
guitar; Foy Blanton, basi*.

Hating: A A
Keller is a transplanted Chicagoan 

now living on the west coast. He is a 
graduate of the American Conserva
tory of Music in Chicago and played 
with several groups in that city.

He wrote the 11 tunes performed 
here; they are his first published 
works. He is endorsed in the liner notes 
by Pete Rugolo.

The recording engineer didn’t give 
Keller much aid in making this a suc
cessful recording debut. The mike 
placement, with a mike not over the 
instrument or near it, but apparently 
right in it, gives the piano an agoniz
ingly imbalanced sound.

In addition to this basic handicap, 
Keller doesn’t do ton much in his own 
behalf. His compositions are largely 
undistinguished. Summer might make 
a memorable pop tune, with lyrics. 
Town is pleasantly conceived. The 
others not notable jazz enmpositions.

Keller manifests a florid, ornamental

down 
beat

the most important single publication on the contemporary 
jaz.z. scene.

Not only is it an exposition of a living and vigorous 
music. It is a valuable history which is being written as 
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Commonwealth of Australia Money Order.

Best wishes from Down Under,
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Australia

Maher Publications 2001 Calumet Ave. Chicago 16, III.
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Musicai

Down Heal

actly what to play. 
Cleveland’s work

ground quasi-listening.”
I found If’n peppery and intriguing. 

Cleveland, Farmer, Quill, and Zoot get 
into a swapping session with Lamond, 
who seems never at a loss to know ex

debut for all three performers; Smith 
and Blanton emerge more gratifyingly 
than does Keller, who plays rather 
stiffly and self-consciously.

Keller's debut is not a successful one. 
But rather than view him in a totally 
negative light, I should note tfiat con 
tinued work with some st the more 
competent jazzmen on the west coast;, 
and additional efforts at composition, 
could lead him to more rewarding LPs. 
(D.G.)

A pleasing, somewhat glib set by a 
sextet of good instrumentalists, this is 
highlighted by an easy-moving Cavern, 
and peppery Siwash.

The blowing is uniformly good, with 
Mariano’s alto work on Advantage 
very tasty. Holman, who has his trou
bles with squeaks on Cavern, boot i 
easily in Flannel. Sheldon blows hot 
and cold, and Paich is handsomely 
heard in his solo spots.

Overall, a comfortable, sometimes 
stimulating set. (D.C.)

ano; Jimmy 
Urbie Green

percussive and tasty. Green’s vehicle, 
Joey, Joey, is a lovely piece of mood 
jazz. Hal McKusick contributes a lacy 
clarinet version of Look at ’er. Cohn’s 
Just in Time is gritty and moving; and 
Farmer’s Big D is a ball.

The charts are sparsely sketched, 
leaving plenty of room for blowing. 
The ensemble sound is low and reedy 
Chubby’s work on Comer nearly steals 
the track from Travis. (D.C.)

ARRANGER
«ill DO AU THIS! $500 Werth el 
Pock«t.

style that hampers a smooth conceptual 
flow. He has a tendency, top, to resort 
to percussive an.d/or eocktail piano de
vices, which give his performance." a 
lack of depth.

Guitarist Smith, who has worked 
with various western groups in Okla
homa, plays well here, somewhat in a 
country blues tradition with urban ad 
justments. Blanton, who has worked 
with Hairy James and Spade Cooley 
(Jimmy Giuffre worked with Cooley, 
too), plays competently, too. This, ac

TWO MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM 
Prastboard $2.00 Lif«tlm« Plastic $3.00

Money -«funded If not satisfied.

Rating: *AAA
With more and more emphasis being 

placed on jazz versions of Broadway 
shows, this set comes as a welcome ad 
dition, largely because, as Nat Hentoff 
notes in his liner, “often the jazz ap
proach to the material was carefully 
diluted in order to assure a ‘safe’ as-

DC'N'T DELAY—Inculi» at your local 
Mus/c Dtaltr or send ramatane» to

LIGHTNING ARRANGER CO.
2929 Chew Street, Allentown. Re

E'xrluure Photo»
BANDS IN ACTION

Action pictures of all name l»ad> re, mu- 
■sciane, vocalist- also Rock 'n* RoL Artists. 
Guaranteed to pirone 50c each, 4 for $1.00.

ARSENE STUDIOS 
754—7th Avenne. N. Y. N. T-

Carnet.
Personnel : Elliot 

Cleveland (Tracks 
(Tracks 2, 4, 5, 
Farmer (tracks 1, 
(tracks 2, 4, 5, 7, « 
(tracks 1, 3, 6, 8),

Elliot Lawrence
JAZZ GOES BROADWAY—Vik 12” LP IX 

1113: Jubilation T. Compone; Just in Time^ 
Big D; Tv Grown Accuttomed to Her Face; On 
the Street Where You Liv; Mack the Knife.

GERRY MULLIGAN'S SKETCHORKS 
JIMMY GIUFFRE'S SKETCHORKS

Grey Flannel.
Personnel : 

ano, alto & 
tone; Jack 
piano.

Mel Lewis
MEL LEWIS SEXTFT—Mode 12* LI* 103: 

Brookside) You Took Advantage of Me; Zig
Zag; Jane Gov to Siwath; Charlie?» Cow»

7, 9, IO), trombone; Ari
3, 6, 8) and Nick Travis

9, 10), trumpet) Gene Quill 
, alto; Zoot Sims, tenor; Al

NO C.O.D.'s 
RAM SUPPLY

23 Originals — composed, arranged and recorded by Mulligan. In one big 
book. Play in the style of our times. Only $2.00.

27 Originals by Jimmy Giuffre for small combos by this new sensation. Real 
progressive Jazz. Get with the new sounds. Only $2.00.

Classic Guitar Tutor by Laurindo Almeida. Complete Method. For Beginners, 
Intermediates and Professionals — plus solos from his famous recording. 
Three courses in one book $5.00.

• For a complot« course on arranging.
THE LIGHTNING

li tha only -nusical daviea in th« world that 
Knowledge — and You Can Carry It In Your Vatf
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Gutfd Gaitan
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1143 S Santee Street
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300 Observer Highway 
Hoboken. New Jersey
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Chicago 5. Illinois
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Ihrlonious Monk
MONK’S MUSIL—Rivenni« 12" 

242: 4 bùio with Mo; IF oil, Yom Xamtn't; Raby. 
My Door; Og Minor; Epitlr^pky; Cropomdo 
With NoUio.

I'«r»»iui'l Thalanloiu Monk, piano, l«ad«r| 
Hai Copeland, trumpet; Gigi Gryee. alto. Cele- 
man Hawkin« and John Coltrane, tenore : Wilbur

Herbie Mami
^ULIRY SERENADI—Riverside 12" LI’ RLE 

12*2341 Lot Mo Toll You; Fhtn tho Sun Coma» 
Out; Proftuorf Laxy Bono»; Sultry Saranada; 
Littla Man You'va Had a Bu»y Day; Ona Morn
ing in May; Swing Till tha Girl» Com» Hama,

Personnel: Track 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7«--Mann, 
Cute, alto flute, and bass clarinet; Jack Nimita, 
bass clarinet and baritone; Urbie Green, trom
bone; Joe Puma, guitar; Oscar Pettiford, bass; 
Charlie Smith, drums. Tracks 3, 6, and 8—Mann,

Urbie Green

; Gene Quill

»nd.
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While I was reviewing this LP, my 
wife walked in and murmured, “My, 
that’s lovely, delicate music.”

My wife doesn’t review records for 
me, despite the comments of certain 
people, but she had a point. This is a 
lovely, delicate LP.

It is more than run-of-the-mill mu
sic, a term I often resent. It is wonder
fully relaxed, but moving, small group 
jazz. The musicianship is excellent and 
the total impact io effective. These are 
subtle sounds, projecting warmth with
out a single honk.

According to th® liner notes, “Herbie 
concentrates here on developing and 
maintaining a continuing basic mood

.” He does this admirably, in sextet 
and quartet settings. He solos inelod- 
ically on three instruments, indicating 
that he will have much to say on the 
bass clarinet, too, in the immediate fu
ture. The support is as -ympathetic as 
support can get. Green solos well and 
Nixnitz blends excellently. Puma, Petti
ford, and Smith back the horns, and 
Mann alone on three tracks, with the 
best of taste.

The tunes are well -selected, including 
the lovingly treated Sun and Bones. 
Pettiford’s Swing is memorable, with 
Pettiford soloing with impressive ma
turity. Frankly, I didn’t hear a dull 
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track on the LP and in terms of 
Mann’s effort to sustain a given mood 
throughout the LP, this is somewhat 
amazing.

This LP won’t alter the course of 
jazz, but it wasn’t intended to do so. 
As another manifestation of Mann’s 
many talents and as an indication of 
the kind of rare cooperation that can 
exist at a record session, this is a fine 
buy. (D.G.)

Wingy Manone
TRUMPET ON THE WING—Date« 12" LE UI 

8473: Clarinat Rambla; Sweet hoart of Sigma 
Chi; Root Go no; Trumpat on tho Wings Can't 
Got You OR My Mind; Two-Boat Spatial; full 
Plain Struttin'; Biloxi; Buriocua; Baby, Chang» 
Your Mind; Tha Rara*i Jawol; You Can Coma 
Callin' Again,

Personnel: Wingy Manone, trumpet and vo
cals; piano, Charles ~ 
naan; Anthony Ortegi 
11, 12), tenor and 1__ ,------- ,-------
2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12), baritone; Hank 
D’Amico, clarinet; Raymond Diehl (tracks 2, 4, 
6, 8, 9, 10), and Lou McGarity (tracks 1, 3), 
trombone; Carmen Mastren (tracks 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 
19), and George Barnes (tracks 1, 3, 5, 7, 11, 
12), guitar; Bob Haggart (tracks 1, 3, 8, 9), 
Milt Hinton; (tracks 2, 4, 6, 10), and Sanford

Wing’s gravel voice and Lou Mc- 
Garity’s tasty trombone help make this 
a listenable, often stimulating set. 
Wingy blows well, particularly on 
Callin', and McGarity is great on 
Ramble.

The whole set is rather good-natured 
Dixieland, with Real Gone an out-and- 
out bit of relaxed rock ’n’ roll. Hank 
D’Amico is heard briefly. The Sweet
heart of Sigma Chi now hails from 
New Orleans, in Wingy’s version.

And who is the unlisted trombone on 
Struttin’, Rarest Jewel, and Callin' 
Again? (D.C.)

PACI WITH

Rating A A AAA
Although there are a few moments 

of relative disorganization on this set, 
the compelling musical personality of 
Monk more than makes up for it.

Starting with the less-than-a-minute 
version of Abide, played by the horn 
choir, through the final notes of 
Crepescule, with its old blues feel un
derlying modern raiment, the album is 
to date the best cross section of what 
Monk is doing today with a group.

Hawkins, who can appear m virtual
ly any context and feel musically right 
at home, appeared lost structurally on 
two of the tracks. Blakey and Ware 
propelled him into his solo on Well, 
rou Needn’t. When it seemed that 
Hawk was looking for a foothold, 
Blakey fed him a climactic roll, and 
Ware gave him an ascending line on 
which to build. Ware earlier performed 
the same function for Coltrane, who 
popped in a bit late after Monk’s 
shouted: “Coltrane, Coltrane.” Ware 
punched the same note for some eight 
liars before biting into an ascending 
line, giving Coltrane’s °olo a tremen 
dous rhythmic boost.

On the brittle Epistrophy, Hawk had 
a false start on his solo during 
Blakey's session at the drums, but Art 
later fed him a clean break on which 
to start blowing.

Rather than detracting from the 
performance here, these minor occur-

“Roy, 21 year old new star in 
the drum world, han come up faat. 
He first won acclaim in New York’s 
famou* Metropole while playing 
with various all-star groups Woody 
Herman heard hint there and hired 
him, later he switched to Benny 
Goodman’s Band.

Roy plays with ■ driving beat and 
has very fast hands.

A fa«t rising drummer, like Roy, 
knows he can’t take chances on 
equipment — that is why he has 
the finest equipment money can 
chosen SLINGERLAND DRUMS— 
buy.”



rances only heighten the feeling of 
spontaniety.

Hawk is noble and warm on Ruby, 
and Monk is moody and firm on 
Crepescule. Off Minor, a blatant and 
thoroughly Monk piece, features excel
lent soloing by Hawk, Copeland, and 
Monk, with a brief burst of fireworks 
from Blakey.

Throughout, Monk is the dominant 
force. The music, whether blown by 
the horns or rapped out by his hands, 
is as much a part of him as his 
thoughts. It is a highly personal mu
sic, now brittle and seemingly spastic; 
now firm and outspoken. But always it 
is unified in conception and in overall 
sound.

It is a tribute to Monk that within 
this intensely personal music, a soloist 
like Coltrane can develop a singularly 
personal style of his own, while fitting 
into the frame of Monk’s reference. 
Trane’s work on Epistrophy, for exam
ple, is about as fine as I’ve heard from 
him on record. In person, his playing 
is constantly tense and searching, al
ways a thrilling experience.

Entire Curriculum Devoted Exclusively to Music

Modern Harmony 
Ear Training 
Arranging 
Composition

• Ensemble Coaching — combo — jazz workshop 
big bond — experimental composition workshop

Over 500 original jazz scores for ensemble

Th« four-y«ar collegiate level diploma coarse may be completed ia two years by students with superior aptitudes ability and experience.No knowledge of harmony or counterpoint required Special coaching far students requiring additional preparation.
• FIRST SEMESTER CLASSES BEGIN 

JANUARY - MAY - SEPTEMBER

Accredited Faculty, experienced in the educational 
approach to Jazz, so successfully pioneered by Berklee.

NEW TERM STARTS JAN. 13. Register Now!

APPROVED FOR KOREAN VETERANSgrrvt now to insure acceptance
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This is one to play again and again 
with no diminution of pleasure, or of 
discovery. (D.C.)

Gerry Mulligan
GERRY MILLIGAN QI ARTET—Pnei6r Jau 

12" LP PJ-1228: Bwabida Bwobbida; Birth of 
the Blues; Baubles, Bangle», and Beads; Rustic 
Hop; Open Country; Storyville Story; That Old 
Feeling; Bike Up the Strand.

Personnel: Gerry Mulligan, baritone mix and 
piano; Bob Brookmeyer, valve trombone; Bill 
Crow, baa»; Dave Bailey, drums.

Rating: A ARAR

Recorded live at Boston’s Storyville, 
even unto George Wein’s end-of-set ac
knowledgment at the close of side 1, 
this set is about as good a sample of 
the Mulligan-Brookmeyer meeting of 
the minds as we’ll ever have on records.

High points for me are the compell
ing way each hornman works a contra
puntal second line to the other’s solo, 
the unhurried but still tingling bass 
work by Crow, and the free flow of 
ideas in Mulligan’s blowing.

On Bweebida, for instance, he rolls 
through several choruses, building eas-

. RECOGNIZED
| INTERNATIONALLYJ as the
r EDUCATIONAL CENTER

for the
STUDY OF JAZZ

Jazz Improvisation 
Schillinger Theory 
Analysis of Jazz Styles 
Private Instrumental Coaching

,NSTRUCT|ON C£

V MODERN harmony, 
JAZZ IMPROVISATION 

V

ily to a climax, prodded by Brook
meyer. Baubles is the neglected show 
tune which Gerry was making a jazz 
standard. Following Mulligan’s gritty 
but pretty solo, Bailey and Crow break 
rhytnm to send Brookmeyer through 
the bridge. Brookmeyer is superb on 
Rustic Hop.

Gerry opens Storyville Story with 
some lean, bluesy piano. Brookmeyer 
takes an appropriate chorus, then 
hands over to more Mulligan keyboard, 
a bit of fancy bass work by Crow, 
some characteristically tasty fours by 
Bailey, more piano and out. Gerry’s 
piano playing has the same directness 
he applies to the baritone.

Feeling is a fine walking ballad, with 
some lyrical Brookmeyer at the close. 
Bike’s melody is about as thinly dis
guised as the spoonerism it bears as 
a title, but it has some typical horn 
interplay, and some fine fours during 
which Gerry finishes off a phrase in 
three short bursts on Bailey’s time, but 
welcome nonetheless.

Well worth having as a reminder of 
what this group accomplished before it 
broke up last summer. And, don’t fail 
to read the liner notes about gathering 
notes for a liner by Father O’Connor. 
They’re as intelligent and witty as the 
music on the record. (D.C.)

Fats Navarro
iHE FAIHLOIS EATS NAVAHRO, Vol. Il- 

Blue Note 12* LE BLP 1532: Lady bird 
(alternate ma*ter); Lady Bird; Jahbero (alter* 
nate maMerl; Jahbero; Symphonette (alternate 
master); Symphonette; Double Talk (alternate 
master); Dancing with Bud (alternate master); 
Dance of the Infidels (alternate master); The 
Skunk (alternate master); Boperation.

Personnel: Navarro, Howard McGhee (Track«» 
7, 10, 11) trumpet: Sonny Rollins (Track*. 8, 
9) Wardell Gray and Allen Eager (Tracks 1-6), 
tenors; Ernie Henry (Tracks 7, IO, 11), allo; 
Bud Powell (Tracks 8,9). Tadd Dameron 
(Tracks 1-6), Milt Jackson (Tracks 7, IO, 11), 
piano: Tommy Potter (Tracks 8, 9), Curly 
Ru*>sell (Tracks 1-7, 10, 11) bass; Roy lla>nes 
(Tracks 1*6), Kenny Clarke (Tracks 7, 10, 11), 
drums; Ch ano Poco (Tracks 1-6) bongos.

Rating: OH

Navarro’s untimely death in 1950 at 
the age of 26 robbed the jazz world of 
an exciting trumpet voice. This collec
tion, and Vol. 1 (Blue Note BLP 1531), 
Navarro’s first 12-inch LPs, constitute 
the bulk of his recorded legacy. The 
use of alternate masters, in this vol
ume seven are presented, shows the 
pattern of retaining and discarding 
used by Fats in building his solos.

Navarro's was a lyric bop horn. Its 
sound was flowing, although the ten
sion crackled underneath. A good illus
tration is his solo on Jahbero, in which 
he retains the basic introduction on 
both the original and the alternate, 
but he improves his ph-rasing on the 
former.

The Double Talk alternate master 
here is almost as exciting as the origi
nal, which covered two sides of a 10- 
inch 78, and is included in the earlier 
volume.

Fats’ soloing on this alternate, how
ever, isn’t as cohesive as on the origi
nal. McGhee is equally persuasive on 
both versions.

As colleague Leonard Feather notes 
in the liner, these sides were termed 
progressive when first issued but now 
can be seen “as part of an honorable 
past, now to be heard nostalgically.. ”

As an afterthought, I might add that 
Navarro seemed destined, had he lived, 
to outgrow the strictures of straight 
bop and become an important voice in 

(Continued on Page 45)
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By Leonard Feather
Back in the days when The Blindfold Test was a newcomer to 

bou'h Beat, one of the first interviews was a joint session with 
Jimmy and Marian McPartland. As 1 pointed out at the time, the 
contrast in their musical backgrounds and interests was bound to 
produce provocative variations in their reactions as they listened 
together to a record miscellany.

This time it occurred to me that their reactions might be even 
more valuable under “separate-but-equal” conditions. Marian lis
tened to 10 records, offered her comments and withdrew; later the 
same afternoon Jimmy dropped by, heard the same 10 records 
and, it seemed to me, reacted in some instances a little differently 
than he might have had this been another dual-listening session.

Marian’s reactions appear below; Jimmy’s comments will ap
peal in the next issue. Neither McPartland was given any infor
mation about the records played; moreover, Jimmy did not know 
that he was listening to the same 10 records to which Marian had 
given her own blindfold reactions. Both interviews were tape 
recorded.
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The Records
I. D ny Gillespie. That't All (Verve). Loe 

Morgan, trumpet; Billy Mitcholl, tenor sex; 
Charlie Persip, drums; Wynton Kelly, 
piano.

That’s crazy! Whew! I really don’t 
know who that was. It had so much 
spirit—it’s lovely and really wading 
..Trumpet was just a shade sharp, 

and that bothered me, but 1 thought 
he was excellent. Later on there was 
an alto solo, wasn’t there? That’s w’hy 
I wanted to hear it again, because I 
was listening to the overall thing and 
a solo went by and I think it was an 
alto solo. The drums sounded very 
¡rood, too. The whole thing was very 
alive...as if they were enjoying what 
they were doing.

I have a feeling it was one of those 
put-together bands for a record date. 
However, it might be Maynard Fergu
son’s band. I suppose I say that be
cause of the trumpet solo. But it 
sounds almost too conservative for 
Maynard. The few bars the piano had 
were very nice. It sounded like every- 
cne really was working as a team. I'tl 
give that four stars.

2. Bobby HeckoH. Henry Hudion (Cipitol).
1 love that. I’d call that sort of 

arranged Dixieland, although Jimmy 
hates for me to use that woid, but you 
have to use it to describe the music— 
some kind of a peg to hang join hat 
on. I’m almost tempted ts think it 
might be Red Nichols, and yet it 
doesn’t have his sound on trumpet. 1 
haven’t heard the Bob Scobey band. If 
I had, I might take a guess that it was 
him.

1 think it’s very well done for that 
kind of thing. I enjoyed it very much. 
I really don’t care for Dixieland groups 
when they all just stand up and blow 
without any kind of organization. I 
would say this is a three-star record 
for me.
3. Toshiko Akiyoshi. Salute to Shorty (Sfory- 

ville). Boots Mussulli, alto sax.
I’m always saying there’s no such 

thing as a difference between east coast 
and west coast jazz, but once in a 
while you hear some little figures 

that are reminiscent of things Shorty 
Rogers does a lot, and so the thought 
is implanted in your mind that this is 
a west coast group. I really don’t know 
who it is. Of course, it’s one of the 
funky school of piano players. I ad
mire their approach.

Could it possibly be Russ Freeman, 
or it might be Pete Jolly? 1 would say 
it’s a west coast group but I still pro
test there isn’t that much difference. I 
don’t know whose group it is or who 
the tenor player is. It’s a nice little 
original and very well done. It’s hard 
to rate a thing on hearing it once, be
cause if I listened to it more I might 

a little too old style for me. The 
rhythm seems kind of pedestrian and 
I suppose if I had listened to it 30 
years ago I would have said “Yeah! 
That’s u gas!” But listening to it now 
—although what they’re doing is good, 
it’s like a museum piece. The clarinetist 
has that Pee Wee Russell sound—that 
mournful sound. It either was Pee Wee 
or somebody doing a pretty fair imita
tion of him. I don’t know who the per
sonnel were. I would say two stars.

5. Charles Mingus Trio Hamp's New Bluet 
(Jubileu). Hampton Hawes, piano; Danny 
Richmond, drums.

Bud really started something, didn’t 
he? A whole race of new-style piano 
players. It has things of Horace about 
it and Hampton Haw’es. Very excellent 
piano player—wonderful. I' love that 
style of playing. It sounds like the 
mighty Blakey on drums.

I guess 1 have it in for drummers. 
I often wonder if piano players dig all 
that stuff that’s going on behind them, 
but I guess they must like it or they 
wrould holler out “Stop that racket!”

This is something that bothers me, 
but I like that record very much. I 
don’t know who it is, because I’ve given 

up trying to guess a Bud Powell record 
any more. Some of the things he does 
he has flashes of such good things and 
others I don’t like as much as some of 
the old things. It doesn’t quite sound 
like Horace. I think he’s marvelous— 
has such a spirit and spark. I love to 
listen to this kind of music. This is a 
foui-star for me.

6. Oixielend Goes Progressive. When the 
Saint, Go Marching In (Golden Crest). 
Urbie Green, trombone; Dick Cary, E-Flat 
horn.

Ha! Ha! That’s too much! Who- 
ever’s idea it was, I think it was great. 
Even though it was done in a spirit of 
fun, and it shows the contrast between 
the old and the new very well. Whoever 
played trombone sure has got Brunis 
dowm. I wonder if he played it lying 
down. It was wonderful. 1 don’t know 
who it is because I don’t know who 
could play in that old style and then 
change around and play so modern or 
so tasty. In fact, it made me decide 
that I’m going to the job tonight and 
play The Saints. Those old tunes don’t 
have to be played in that idiom—like 
Muskrat—they can be played modern 
style. We do Royal Garden Rlues and 
Struttin’ with Some Barbecue. Those 
things are crazy—they’re wonderful 
tunes. I think this was very well done 
—that’s a four.

7. Jan Messengers. Mirage (Elektra). Jackm 
McLean, alto; Bill Hardman, trumpet.

There’s a guy should give a low bow 
in the direction of Charlie Parker, 
whoever he may be. It sounds like no
body knew it too well. If 1 had been 
on that date I would want to have 
them make it over again, because that 
trumpet player played out of tune. It 
spoils the record—in fact, it’s things 
like that that kind of turn some people 
against the modern sound I felt that 
wasn’t carefully done and for the sake 
of going a little over the three hours 
they should have said “Come on, let’s 
make another one and to heck with the 
expense.”

I think it was one of those originals 
you make at the last minute for a rec
ord date. That’s probably why the
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trumpet didn’t play so good. 1 imagine 
he’s much bette*'; he just got caught 
on a bad day. One star for this, be
cause I can’t stand out-of-tune playing

They all needed a good walk 
the block or something. No

New York—At a recent record

Oscar Pettiford’s group . - . The Bobby 
Scott duo, with bassist John Neve*

to jump out the window. I don’t think 
I’ll mention any names on that record, 
hut 1 thought everybody sounded very 
dispirited and I didn’t care much foi 
the tune ... It seemed like it went no

Jake Hanna, went with Woody Herman, 
joining fellow Berklee schoolers Bill

with Les Jazz Modes early in Decem
ber. Horace Silver (Dec. 2-22),- the 
Teddy Charles duo (Dec. 9-15), Moa 
Allison’s trio (Dec. 16-22), the Rieu 
Markewich Mark V (Dec. 23-Jan. 4), 
and the Randy Weston quartet with 
Cecil Payne (Dec. 23-Jan. 5), are up

JAZZ. CHICAGO-STYLE: The hist, 
and one of the best, female jazz pian
ists, Mary Lou Williams, is sharing the 
Blue Note bill with a group headed by

mg session, the two a&r men and 
the engineers were so absorbed in 
the choruses being reeled out by 
two tenor men and the pianist that 
they almost failed to notice the 
trumpeter on the date waving 
frantically for admission to the 
control room.

When he finally gained entry, it 
was to gasp, “Man, I forgot what 
we’re playing. How does the out 
chorus go?”

where, 
around 
stars !

9. T*o Macero Folody |Prettige). Comp. 
Teddy Charles.

Lugubrious music. It has that sort 
of lachrymose quality—a certain dis
pirited air ... A sort of “What’s the 
use of going on?” It makes me want

Horrox, piano and arr.
That’s a gas! Who is it? First of all, 

it’s so well recorded. They get a won 
derful clean sound with the band and 
the wonderful dynamic things they do 
when the hand comes in. That’s a ter
rific sound. I don’t know who recorded 
it, but they must have had a hell of an 
a&r man or engineei to do that. The 
piano player actually eludes me, be
cause whereas he’s very fast and does 
things reminiscent of Oscar Peterson, 1 
don’t feel that it is Oscar. He’s an 
awfully good player. I think this was 
the end—that’s five stars for me.

whose NBC-TV show was scheduled to 
die after 60 consecutive weeks on the 
air, skipped to Australia for a quick 
six days of personal appearances late 
in November . Moon Dog, also known 
as Louis Harden, has written articles 
on solar calendars for the International 
Geophysical Year.

was set to be alternate pianist at the 
Hickory House . . . Mary Lou Williams 
and her trio set to return to the Com
poser Dec. 26.

All the tickets to Mahalia Jackson’s 
concert at Judson Memorial Church in 
Greenwich Village went so fast some

• Red Allen. 'S Wonderful (Victor). Cole
men Hawkin*, tenor *ex; Marty Napoleon, 
piano; Cozy Cole, druc.*; Allen, trumpet.

At the last part somebody had to go 
and stick in that little piece of show
manship and it made me immediately 
think this might be part of the Metro
pole band. They’re so used to standing 
up there on the bar and gassing the 
customers, that they had to stick in 
that business of drums and high notes 
on the trumpet. Sounded like Cozy Cole 
in places. I liked it up to that last 
part. Why did they have to do that? 
It was really wailing along.

That was another record that had a 
lot of spirit. How did that piano player 
get in there? He sounded very be 
boppy ... That could be that French 
guy—Andre Persiany? I’m a little un
certain about the trumpet player. At 
times I thought it might be Charlie 
Shavers because of the exuberance and 
certain things he did, but I thought the 
overall thing was wonderful.

1 was thinking to myself—I really 
will go down to the Metropole this 
weekend and ask them if I can sit in. 
That Coleman Hawkins is the end. He 
just kills me. I’ll give that 4Ms stars
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th* commander of the bass, Oscar Pet
tiford. Duke Ellington’s band will be 
sweetly thundering around the Note 
beginning Dec. 20, staying around to 
celebrate New Year’s eve. Carmen Mc
Rae and Max Roach’s quintet open Jan. 
2 for two weeks . . . Dorothy Donegan 
is on another rampage at the London 
House. Ralph Sutton, who remembers 
the how-to-do-it of stride piano, opens 
the new year at the London House, to 
be followed half way through January 
by Jonah Jones’ group. Carmen Caval
laro is slated to play jazz at the Lon
don House for four weeks, beginning 
Feb. 19. Eddie Higgins* trio continues 
to entrance Monday - Tuesday diners 
and drinkers at the club.

Singer Helen Merrill, who can be very 
very good to hear and always is good 
to see, and philosopher Mort Sahl, are 
at Mister Kelly’s for a brief stay. Miss 
Merrill moves on Dec. 23, but Sahl re
mains, with Teddi King as his co
worker. Comic George Mattson and a 
fair of lovelies identified as the Smith 

wins open Jan. 6 for four weeks. 
Dick Marx and Johnny Frigo, the 
Tinker and Evers of Rush St., take 
the^ chances at Kelly’s on Monday 
and Tuesday nights, as they have for 
the past year.

Georg Brunis and his Dixieland as
sociates will vacate the Preview lounge 
Dec. 27, to make way for the arrival of 
the Riverboat Five Plus Two. After a 
three week sojourn, the Riverboat crew 
will sail away as the Chain Gang, a 
Dixie group featured on a recent Ar
thur Godfrey Talent Scouts show, move 
in for a two-week stay on Jan. 15 . . . 
Ocie Smith and Dakota Staton are at 
Robert’s Show club. Dinah Washington 
returns to Robert’s for Christmas and 
will be on hand for two weeks, until the 
Jewel Box review opens Jan. 8 for four 
weeks.

The splendid Ramsey Lewis trio, 
with the strong-handed El Dee Young 
on bass and Red Holt on drums, is at 
the Cloister inn on Friday-through- 
Tuesday nights. Pat Moran’s trio, plu.- 
singer Bev Kelly, work the room on a 
Wednesday-through-Sunday basis . . . 
Gene Esposito’s trio and singer Lee 
Loving have been featured at sessions 
at Chinaco’s on S. Loomis Sunday 
afternoons . . . Eddie Petan’s trio con
tinues at the Unique lounge . . . Sandy 
Mosse heads the roster of jazzmen 
working at the Scene on weekends . . . 
Jules Yashon. president of Roosevelt 
university’s jazz society, has announced 
the inauguration of an every-other- 
Tuesday jazz concert policy at the 
university. Concerts are held at 8 p.m. 
in the student lounge. The MJT Plus 
Three highlighted the Dec. 10 affair 
. . . Trumpeter-businessman Paul Fried
man severed his managerial ties with 
pianist Joe Burton and is back in the 
city.

ADDED NOTES: Mahalia Jackson 
has been signed to appear on Steve 
Allen’s NBC-TV show Dec. 22; she’ll 
sing several gospel songs as a part of 
Allen’s Christmas presentation . . . 
Jimmy Durante, a friend in need to 
Chez Paree owners, proved to be a 
last-minute replacement for Jerry 
Lewis, who was unable to make it. 
Jimmy will be stirring nostalgia until 
Dec. 27, when Sam Levenson and the 
Four Lads arrive. The Lads will remain 
for a week, with Ella Fitzgerald taking 
over . . . Jaye P. Morgan and her
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One of top small 
group drummers ... 
owns and plays 
Gretsch Broadkaster Drums 
.. .“Progressive Jazz’’ set 
finished in Jet Black nitron. 
Has had much experience with
jazz greats like late Charlie Parker 
.. style is highly original, shows great 

continuity. Uses ingenious brush work ... 
complex figures—incorporates fine technique, 
good jazz feeling in creative solos. 
Favors his Gretsch Broadkaster 
Drums for all work. Has long praised “that
Great Gretsch Sound.” Calls Gretsch streamlined styling wonderful too. 
See and try Gretsch Broadkaster Drums at your dealer’s. Drum and 
drum sets for all styles ... many new colors—write for FREE catalog.

la If k I \| H The FRED GRETSCH Mfq Co.. Dept DB-127 
U 11 La I If Ul I 60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N Y
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PROBLEM?
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BUY NEW NATURAL SKIN 
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YET COST LESS THAN 

CONVENTIONAL 
LIST PRICE 

12” to 16" Mtd. Batter.
Snare or Tom-Tom. $ 5.00 each 

17” and 18" Mtd. Batter 
and Snare Tenor.. S 7.50 each 

20' to 30" Mtd. Bass . J15 00 each 

ALL HEADS ARE MOUNTED ON 
WOOD HOOPS TO FIT 

ALL NAME DRUMS.
WHITE EAGLE RAWHIDE MFG. CO.

1652 N. Throop Street 
Chicago 22, tUinois
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King* hi Action phot» by Charlo* Stewart

Wild Bill rides a 
high one on his 
KING Cornet

It looks like, it plays like, it feels 
like a Cornet should! That’s the way 
Wild Bill Davison feels about his 
King. Wild Bill’s Dixieland tones 
come out rich, round and lyrical in 
every range — with less effort, less 
fear of breaking on his King.

Here is the world’s most copied cor
net. You’re smart to play the origi
nal! King Cornets inspire confidence 
— in top artists and beginners. The 
valve action is superb, the tone just 
right.

If you’d like a new experience in 
playing ease, try a King Master 
Model Cornet at your King Dealer. 
Ask for the King with the Sterling 
Silver Bell that gives fuller tone, 
greater power. See for yourself.

play with 
‘the Confidence 

of Kings*

THE H. N. WHITE CO. r 

5225 Superior Av«. «Cleveland 3, O. 
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brothers will headline the Palmer House 
Empire room review opening Dec. 27. 
The shortnin’ bread man, Nelson Eddy, 
returns on Jan. 23 for six w’eeks. Eydie 
Gorme has been booked for a return 
engagement, for four weeks beginning 
May 8.

Jerri Adams and Irwin Corey have 
begun a 15-day stand at the Black 
Orchid. At last report, Joey Bishop 
was slated to headline the succeeding 
bill, opening Dec. 27 for two weeks. 
Jack E. Leonard will return Jan. 24 
for a pair of weeks . . . Singer-pianist 
Marian Paige is at the Chase . . . Dan 
Belloc’s band continues on Sunday 
evenings at the Crystal ballroom of the 
Edgewater Beach hotel . . . The Gas
light Three, playing nightly in the new 
Speakeasy room of the Gaslight club, 
includes Jesse Sutton, piano; Marty 
Gross, banjo, and Frank Chace, clarinet 
. . . Buddy Laine’s band is off on an
other midwestern tour . . . The Gold 
and Diamond Club, atop Pedicone’s res
taurant in Lyons, is featuring the 
sounds of Dick and Kiz Harp . . . Pi
anist Eddie Baker, no longer at Easy 
Street, played a concert for Jazz Un
limited at the Modern Jazz room re
cently, with Bill Lee, bass, and Robert 
Barry, drums.

Hollywood
JAZZNOTES: Warne Marsh and 

Ronnie Bali left the coast for New 
York Nov. 13. Reason: not enough 
work here . . . Mal Waldron accompa
nied Billie Holiday in her November 
stand at the Peacock Lane . . . Stuff 
Smith made a historic record date in 
Paris, France, with violinist Stephane 
Grappelly and a rhythm section com
prising the Oscar Peterson trio and 
drummer Jo Jones.

Terri Lester’s Jazz Cellar, under the 
Vermillion hotel on Hollywood Blvd., 
due to open Dec. 13, promises to be the 
swingin’est spot in town soon. With 
either Buddy Collette or Terry Gibbs 
slated to open the doors, the place is 
initiating a policy of a free beer to 
customers who pay door admission.

Buddy Childers took a quartet into 
the Valley’s Crossbow for Monday 
night sessions. In addition to the 
trumpet man, the combo comprises 
Arnold Ross, piano; Mel Pollan, bass, 
and Boone Stines, drums . . . Pianist 
Harry (Dutch) Pons has lined up a 
group to play his native Holland early 
in spring. Quartet consists of K.C. 
tenor man Rudy Dennis, Clarence Jones, 
bass, and Jimmy Skomal, drums.

NITERY NOTES: The Peacock 
Lane’s revived jazz policy will swing 
it merrily into the New Year, with 
Carmen McRae and the Buddy Rich 
quartet currently onstand, to be fol
lowed by the Billy Williams quartet 
the 20th, Woody Herman Jan. 10, and 
Duke Ellington Jan. 31. George Shear
ing follows Duke, then the Cal Tjader 
quintet bows in . . . The Curtis Counce 
group that worked with Lady Day at 
the Peacock included Rolf Ericson, 
trumpet; Harold Land, tenor; Carl 
Perkins, piano, and Chuck Thompson, 
drums . . . Art Pepper quartet works 
the east L. A. Digger the first two 
weekends this month.

Evelyn Freeman wails on organ in 
the Oasis’ Red Carpet room every 
night except Monday . . . The musi
cally weird Wiere Brothers had the 
Statler whirling for three weeks . . . 
Sammy Davis Jr. works the Las Vegas
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WESTLAKE COLLEGE GRAD
BILL HOLMAN WAXES LP

Coral Record* just cut an LP of BILL 
HOLMAN and hi* band. Bill learned to 
•poll chord* starting at Westlake College, 
learned ear method at Westlake alto used 
by Billy May. Within 30 day* of Westleke 
graduation, Holman got first chance to 
pley in big-name band* with Barnett and 
later Kenton.
Daily band and combo, vocal training in
cluded in Westlake course. 2 yr. diploma 
& 4 yr. degree courses. Dorm. Appr. for 
Vet*, too.

WESTLAKE COLLEGE OF MUSIC
7190 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 44, Cal. 08122657

Name............................................................... Age.

Addrau ............................................................ .

City.................................................. State..............
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Sands the 18th for four weeks, makes 
the Moulin Rouge for another four b« - 
ginning Jan. 28 . . . Elia Fitzgerald’s 
new. romping trio, which opened with 
her at the Mocambo last month, con
sists of I-ou Levy, piano; Max Ben
nett, bass, and drummer Gun Johnson.

ADDED NOTES: Fantasy Records’ 
G«s Mancuso, who makes the unortho
dox double of piano,baritone horn, took 
drummer Dave Coleman and bassist 
Chuck Metcalfe into Seattle’s Lake 
City club last month . . . Organist Bill 
Doggett embarked on a three-month 
tour of the Pacific coast last month— 
all one-niters, no club dates . . . KFI’s 
Andy Mansfield devoted his 90-minute 
show Nov. 16 to different versions of 
St. Louis Blues, in honor of W. C. 
Handy’s birthday same date . . . Baj 
area disc jockey Pat Henry has joined 
KNOB-FM with a hour’s show nightly 
from 10 to 11 p.m.

Son Francisco
Vince Cattolica has left the Wally 

Kose band at the Gay Nineties (he was 
replaced by Boh Helm and has joined 
Bob Hodes band at the Jazz Showcase 
as clarinetist . . . Don Ewell returns to 
the Jack Teagarden hand as pianist 
this month . . . Earl Hines returns to 
the Hangover Dec. 12 after a tour of

when the latter left the Black Hawk 
to tour the coast with Irving Granz’ 
Jazz a la Carte show . . . Poet Kenneth 
Patchen and the Chamber Jazz sextet, 
in a poetry and jazz evening in the 
new Oakland auditorium theater, just 
broke even despite the addition of 
Andre Previn’s trio to the show. Pat 
Henry produced it . . . Turk Murphy, 
backed by a corporation of jazz fan« 
and music lovers, has bought Mambo 
City and intends to open it as a iazz 
club before Christmas. It’ll be called 
Easy Street and Murphy will play 
there until he goes on a tour of the 
Hilton hotels.

—ralph j. gleason

Washington, D. C.
A new club. Jazz Uptown, opened in 

northeast Washington, off the beaten 
night club track. Wilbur Little’s trio, 
plus Al Seibert, tenor: Joe Davies, 
baritone, and Boh Felder, valve trom-

Mr. Camus?
Hollywood — New rockabilly 

shouter Ray Peterson’s first RCA 
Victor single, You (Ure Me Fever, 
has found a unique place for itself 
amid the halls of ivy Music pro
fessors at the University nf Cali
fornia at Los Angeles are report
edly spicing their curriculum by 
utilizing the Peterron disc as a 
demonstration of the ultra - high 
ranges of vocal sound. Peterson 
has a vocal range of 4*2 octaves.

The First DOWN BEAT 
Hall of Fame Scholarship

Down Beat has set up a full year's scholarship to the famous 
Berklee School of Music in Boston the present home of the DOWN 
BEAT Hall of Fame and one of the nation s most prominent schools in 
the use and teaching of contemporary American mus.c.

This scholarship is offered to further American music among 
all young musicians and also perpetuate the meaning of the Hall of 
Fame,

The scholarship will be in honor of Benny Goodman, chosen 
by the Down Beat readers as the 1957 Hall of Fame member The 
scholarship award shall be awarded to an instrumentalist or composer 
to be selected by a board of judges appointed by Down Beat.
Who is eligible?

Any instrumentalist or composer who will have either had his 
(or her) 17th birthday or who will have finished high school, on or 
before June 15, 1958 Anyone in the world fulfilling this requirement 
is eligible.
Dates of competition:

Official applications must be postmarked no later than mid
night, February 28. 1958 The scholarship winner will be announced 
in the April 17, 1958 issue of DOWN BEAT, on sale April 3.
How judged

All decisions and final judging shall be made solely on tho 
basis of musical ability The judges, whose decisions shall be final, 
will be: Hall of Fame member, Benny Goodman; the Editor of DOWN 
BEAT; Lawrence Berk, director of the Berklee School of Music; a prom
inent educator and a noted professional musician-composer whose 
names will be announced later.
Terms of scholarship

The scholarship as offered is a full tuition grant for one school 
year (2 semesters) in the value of $700

Upon completion of a school year, the student may apply for 
an additional tuition scholarship grant.

The winner of the scholarship may choose any of three possible 
starting dates . . . September, 1958; January, 1959; May, 1959.
How to apply

Fill out the coupon below, or a reasonable facsimile, mail to 
Hall of Fame Scholarship; Down Beat, 2(101 Calumet, Chicago 16, 111., 
to receive the official application form.

With the official application, you will then send to the above 
address a tape or record of your playing a musical instrument or your 
original musical composition

Send for your official application today

Hall oi Fame Scholarship
DOWN BEAT
2001 Calumet Ave.
Chicago 16, Ill.
Gentlemen.
Please send me. by return mail, an official application for the DOWN 
BEAT Hall of Fame Scholarship honoring Benny Goodman. (Schools 
and teachers may receive additional applications upon request):------
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ATKINS
ON

GUITAR
Uses thumb pick and four fingers 

for his own special ‘modern-country’ styling. 
Says Gretsch “sounds so great — plays so easy’.' 

Chet's just-released RCA Victor album, “Hi Fi in Focus” 
(LPM1577) spotlights his unusual styling 

in such all-time hits as “Johnson Rag” and “Tara’s Theme.”
Plays “Chet Atkins Country Style" models 

built for him by Gretsch... features shorter scale, extra 
thin neck... special gauge strings... built in vibrato tailpiece

Country or Jazz styling
play a Gretsch guitar... the top stars do 

See your music dealer... write for FREE Gretsch 
guitar catalog... shows Chet’s own models and many others.

I—IJli I \| U The FRED GRETSCH Mfg. Co., Dept. DBI27 

1L I I 60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N. V

bone, opened the spot . . . Wild Bill 
Whelan returned to his old stomping 
grounds, the Bayou, m mid-Noveirber 
. . . Richard Maltby in at the Shore
ham hotel’■> Blue room . . . THE or
chestra is back in rehearsal and antici
pates regular dates. Bill Potts is the 
music director . . . The Lin Stewart 
trio playing at the Brass Rail. Stew
art <>n vibes; Paul Allen, piano; Henry 
Smith, drums . . . Billy Johnson’s big 
band, featuring Jack Nimitz, still play
ing Friday night dances at the Cairo 
hotel. Buddy Rowell’s mambo crew 
plays the same spot on Sundays.

—paul Sampson

Detroit
Carmen Cavallaro followed Oscar 

Peterson into Baker’s Keyboard lounge 
. . . Miles Davis’ group, Helen Merrill, 
the George Shearing quintet, Chico 
Hamilton, Gerry Mulligan, and the 
Australian Jazz quintet were hero in 
a recent concert at the Masonic Temple 
... A new jazz room, the Blue Note, 
is scheduled to open here soon with the 
Terry Pollard trio as the first attrac
tion. The group consists of Miss Pol
lard, piano, Herman Wright, bass, and 
Frank Gant, drums . . . Pianist Barry 
Harris’ quintet did a week at the Rouge 
Lounge . . . Musicians, Inc., a local 
jazz musicians club, presented a con
cert in which trombonist Bernard Mc
Kinney, pianist Johnny Griffin, bassist 
Wil) Austin, and drummer Roy Brooks 
were featured.
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A music "reference book for anyone interested 
tn music . with a complete chronology of the 
year in music. Outstanding features on the 

year's development in Jazz. Classics Pop. Recording and Hi Fidelity Pages and 
pager of pictures New exclusive feature: The Best Jazz Record of the Year." chosen 
by the Down Beat record reviewing staff

$I.OO....at your newsstand or by mail order from Down Beat....$I.OO

Maher Publications 2001 Calumet Ave. Chicago 16 DL

in chock or money orde:
copy(ies) of Music '58 I ondoso J

(Ed, Note: Following is the It th prise-win
ning letter in Down Beat’s favorite fast record 
contett. Th. flO price goee to Bob Anderton, 
Box Sltf, River Campu*. Unvrr-nty of Roche* 
Ur, Roehnter to, N. Y.

( You can win 810, too. and te* your view* mt 
jaz» in print, by letting im, in tSO word* or 
fewer, uhich eelection tn pour jaz» collection 
you'd be mott reluctant hi give up. It -an be 
an entire LP, one track of an LP. a IS rpm 
»election, or a 78.

(Send letter* to Down Beat, Editorial Depart
ment. tool Calumet Ave., Chicago 10.)

To me, jazz is an infinitely warm and 
flexible music, which is at the same 
time ever-changing, yet constantly seek
ing its early roots.

I enjoy well-played jazz of all styles, 
and feel that there is room in any 
record library for the music of a 
Beiderbecke, Armstrong, or Chu Berry, 
as well as Miles, Dizzy, and Bird.

One of the finest artists in jazz, an 
individualist in a world of imitation 
carried to extremes, is Coleman Hawk 
ins. His fluid ideas and warm sound 
made him the star of Newport, Ran
dall’s Island, and Great South Bay, 
and he is probably the only artist ir 
jazz who can claim to have played, and 
played well, with both Bessie Smith 
and Thelonious Monk.

On Disorder at the Border, recorded 
in 1944, Hawkins and Dizzy Gillespie 
introduced the new idea known as bop 
This record has everything which 
should be present in a good jazz per
formance—a swinging band, soloists 
with new and different ideas, and an 
excitement which is the sound of a 
new jazz idiom as expressed by masters 
of jazz.

Down Beat
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IHE SOUND OF SONNY KOLUNs—Hiver.id« 
12" LP RLP 12-2411 The fart Time I Saw Peril; 
Just in Timo; Toot, Toot, Tootsie; What /« Thor* 
To Say?; Dearly Beloved; Every Timo We Say

On first listen, this struck me as an 
other blowing album. But subsequent 
playings brought out the unity of con
ception behind each track, and the fine 
blowing throughout.

Top honors must go to Rosolino, par
ticularly on the ballad track. His lazy- 
edged tone is a perfect vehicle for the 
moodiness of Hou Long.
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The Blue Note set, with something 
of interest (and quite often genius) on 
every track, may w'ell be the wailing 
set of the year. It smacks of a loose- 
as-ashes session, with some of the pace 
becoming so frantic that even Sonny 
jumped into fours twice on Blakey’s 
time.

The tempo on March is about as up 
us you’ll hear this season, and about 
half way through it becomes evident
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SONNI ROLLINS. Voi 2—Blue Noto 12" LP 
ISA: Uh. Den’l ìt; »all March; Miitririoio;
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fata •reard 

> Anderton, 
i of Roehm

iightness, a buoyancy in nis playing 
that runs through the album. Even 
such a threadbare piece as Toot, Toot, 
Tootsie gains a new lease on life in I s 
horn.

1 particularly enjoyed What Is There 
to Say?, because, somehow, I have con
nected that tune with an asthmatic 
tenor band, and Sonny's sensitive, yet 
gently moving treatment has erased 
the unfortunate connotation from my 
mind. His final cadenza is strongly 
lyrical.

I found Dearly Beloved and Every 
Time a shade less inspired than the 
others. Cutie is intriguing, and Sonny’s 
unaccompanied It Could Happen to 
You is startling and meaty; a fright
ening concept which succeeds because 
of Rollins’ taste and musicianship 
Mangoes, which could become a stana-

I particularly liked New Soft Shoe, 
El Dorado Blues, and the very moody 
What’s New in this set.

Paich, a pianist of movement and 
taste, receives great support from 
Mitchell and Lewis, the former par 
ticularly spectaculai in his solo spot 
on Dorado.

There is also an easy swing to River, 
ind a unity of conception about the 
whole album. This isn’t the greatest Personnel: Frank Rosolino, trombone; Rlebie 

Kamuca, imor; Vince Guaraldi, piano; Monty 
Budwig, ba*«: Stan Levey, drums.

what amounts to a running solo all the 
way through. J. J. is blistering, and 
Sonny is powerful. Blakey’s fireballing 
is particularly appropriate here.

As an added fillip, the mood changes 
on Misterioso, which is Monk in flavor, 
conception, and fact. This is a collec
tor’s track because both Monk and Sil 
vei play on it. But, with due respect 
to Hoi ace, it is Monk who dominates.

Reflections combines Monk and Son
ny with rhythm, and again the whole 
conception is Monk’s. There is a Hawk
like intensity to Sonny’s solo here. On 
Dream, both Sonny and a virile-toned 
J. J. wail as if in a cutting session. 
Chambers plays a bowed solo that has 
the bite of a baritone.

The Riverside set finds Sonny in less 
of a hard blowing groove, and in mon' 
of an easy-swinging one. There’s a

Butterfly.
Personnel: Sonny Rollins, tenor; J J. John 

•on. trombone; Horace Silver, Thelonious Monk, 
pieno; Paul Chambers, bas»; Art Blakey, drum«.

the modern school. But that, too, must 
be left to theory. All we really have 
are these sides, somewhat yellowed by 
time, but still brisk and swinging 
(D.G.)
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Jazz Records
(Continued from Page 38)

Personnel: Sonny Rollin-, tenor; Sonny Clark, 
piano (except track 1); Percy Heath (tracks 2, 
3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) and Paul Chambers (tracks 1, 
4). bass; Roy Haynes, drums.

Rating:

Max; Dusk Light; The New Soft Shoe; 4 Dandy 
Line; El Dorado Blue»; What*» New?; By the 
Hiver Saint Marie.

Personnel: Marty Paich, piano; Red Mitehell, 
bass; Mel Lewis, drum*.

Rating. ★★★’A

I A T 1 kl C V D C O T

STARS with LUDWIG Timbales

Exclusive Ludwig Features
The new Rodriguez Model Timbales are de

signed to eliminate cumbersome double claw 

hooks to assure clear rim shot surface Heads 

are tucked directly on counterhoops and 

easily tuned with standard drum key

Jack Rodriguez fisst started his career in show business at the early 

age of 8 as part of the family act with the Ringling Bros. Circus.

Later, while appearing with such headliners as Jack Benny, 

Wayne King, and Hal Kemp, Jack came to the attention of Lou Singer, 

one of the world’s great percussionists. Under Singer’s guidance 

his talents developed until recent years he became musical director 

for such artists as Jack Cole, Josephine Baker, Vic Damone and 

others. Today, leading his own orchestra, Jack is regarded as one of

America's foremost Latin experts. Like all great musicians, 

Jack demands perfection in his instruments That’s why he owns 

and recommends LUDWIG percussion.........instruments 

built BY and FOR professionals.
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HARMONY 
Guitar 
Mandolin 
Violin

■Prestige 
y like, 
I ; Hlaeh

On Tup of Old Mvuntie ; I'll 
Day By Day; Oh Gee, Oh Me, 

Tour Mind; Embraceable You. 
• ilder and Bernie Glow,

Dept. E-739 • 2000 S. Michigan
1 □ dance band arranging
I r History and Analysis of Music 
r Cornet - Trumpet □ Voice 

| F Professional Trumpet

Personnel: Phil Wood«,

trumpet»; Frank Rehak, trombone; Gene Allen, 
baritone: Burry Brauner, tenor; Phil Wood«, 
alto; Eddie Costa, piano and vibes; Wendell

Bobby Donaldson, drum». (On 
Rehak, Co^ta, Donaldson; with

Phil Vi ood- - Gene Quill
PHIL \ND Ql ILL WITH PRESTIGE- 

12" LP 71 IS: Creme lie Fun», Ln 
Nothing Hut Souls I Night mt St. Niek

r'i . Clarinet 
J Saxophon« 

Cho a Conduci ng

r Piano. Eaginnar's □ Taachar 
(PUBLIC SCHC'JL MUSIC

H Baginnar □ Supervisor HCh___ __________ _
( r Double Counterpoint n Adv. Composition

L Ear Training 1 Sight Singing

Train for big opportunities
TV with a great Home-Study organization. 
Recognized for over 50 years. No inter
ference with regular work . . . study in 
your spar* time. Check courses that in
terest you and send today for FREE 
Sample Lessons. No obligations.

HARMONY 
in Radio and

GET 
in

TV 
and

RADIO
STUDY

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
CONSERVATORY

ATTENTION DRUMMERS...
National Drum Heads Are The Best 

Your Money Can Buy!
• They are made from the selected 

calf skins only.
• They give you that discriminating 

tone which you so desire always, 
because they are naturally even- 
gauged.

• They possess the whitest color 
from all the makes ... so nec
essary to beautify your drums.

• They are longer lasting . . . yet 
they cost less.

hutiat on 'National9 drum head« on your 
next visit to your favorite dealer.

NATIONAL RAWHIDE MFG. CO.

bill russo 
composer-arranger for stan kenton 
offering a correspondence course 

writing for the jazz 
orchestra

» complete basic course 
» advanced material also 

available
teaching privately also 

38 w. tenth «venue 
new york city 

all hands contributing swinging por
tions.

Thou Swell, in 3/4, is an outstand
ing track, full of fine work all around, 
and with a dash of humor, too. Hol
man’s frighteningly-titled Fallout is 
interesting, as are Rosolino’s three con
tributions. (D.C.)

Bobby Troup
HOBBY SWINGS TENDERLY—Mod. 12" LP 

111: Tenderly; My Ship; These Foolish Things; 
Perdido ; Stella by Starlight; Makin9 B hoopee; 
It Sever Entered My Mind; I See Your Bass Be
fore Me.

Personnel: Bobby Troup, piano; Bob Enevohl* 
i«n, valve trombone; Mu U illiant«on, trumpet; 
Ned Nadt, tenor; Ronnie Lang, baritone; Buddy 
Clark, bass; Mel Lewi», drums.

Halin«: ★ ★
I wish I could determine what Troup 

and his cohorts were attempting to ac
complish in this LP. It falls into that 
nebulous land between jazz and pop, 
without possessing the better attributes 
of either field.

It consists of a relatively straight 
reading of eight standards and one 
Troup original. With the exception of 
Bass, the Troup chart, all are given a 
piano-over-ensemble treatment. As jazz, 
it is anemic. It is more pop-market in 
appeal, although the members of the 
group can be classified as jazzmen, for 
the most part.

Kept busy projecting the basic melo
dic line, Troup has no opportunity to 
stretch out. As far as the piano por
tions are concerned, he seems more 
concerned with superficial ornamenta
tion than invention.

What this amounts to, then, is a 
series of professionally - read charts. 
Troup’s piano playing is not particu
larly noteworthy, m jazz terms. The 
only other solos, by Clark, Nash, Lang, 
Williamson, and Enevoldsen, occur on 
the final track and are fai too brief for 
analysis in sensible terms.

There are a few tracks here with 
obvious pop appeal, but others, like the 
eviscerated funk of Whoopee, are re
moved from that market. It is difficult 
to judge Troup as a jazzman on the 
basis of his performances here and it’s 
impossible to evaluate the jazz ability 
of the sidemen, who are given little 
opportunity to display it. (D.G.)

Billy Ver Planck

McKunirk. allo; Hobby laapar, lenur; Jay Com
oron, baritone; Georue Duvivier, base.)

Ratin«: ★★★’A

Ver Planck’s band entry is a small, 
modern-sounding group, sparked by the 
solo talents of Wilder, Rehak, Woods, 
and Brauner.

The material isn’t the greatest, with 
Billy’s Mountie about the most inter
esting track. Wilder’s solo, taken al
most at a gallop, is a lot of fun and a 
hearty bit of blowing. Rehak’s bit on 
Loving You is soft and gentle.

On Make Up Your Mind, cut at an
an easy-riding bit by Rehak, and some 
pulsing drumming by Donaldson. Mc
Kusick’s solo is fluid, and Costa is 
heard backgrounding on piano.

In general, an interesting, some
times provocative set, studded with 
solos ranging from routine to dazzling 
(like Woods on Oh Gee). (D.C.)

Williamson-EnevoldHen-Fagerquist- 
Paich, etc.

A JAZZ BAND BALE—Mode 12* LP 1 
Blue Lou; Soft M ind»; Dinah; I ri» of the IR.^. 
Jumpin' at the W oodside; Look Around; Ida; 
Yardbird Suite; Logrolling.

Perronne!: Siu U illiamson. Bob Enevoldsen 
valve trombone«; Jack Sheldon, Don Fugerquht, 
trumpet»; Marty Paich, piano; Buddy Clark 
ban.} Mel Lewis, drums.

Rating: AAA'i

Some of the swing era standards are 
dusted here and dressed in grey flannel 
for a pleasant airing.

Outstanding to my ears was Bill 
Holman’s original, Look Around, which 
had the flavor of Miles. In fact, the 
whole tone of the set is subdued and 
very cool.

The overall ensemble sound seems 
dominated somewhat by the trombones, 
but it’s not so wearing as a two-trom
bone sound because of the spice added 
by the trumpets. Solos throughout are 
brisk and in keeping with the concep
tion. I was stimulated by the go-round 
on Yardbird Suite.

Apparently some time went into the 
planning of this set, because rather 
than a blowing date for four horns, it 
emerges as a pretty well unified album. 
The trouble was worth it. (D.C.)

Stabulu». drums, 
Rating: ★

While this is, on the whole, a satis
fying and often stimulating outing 
with “that great alto man Phil An
quill,” the altoists have been more con
vincing.

The kicks come in the approach of 
the two soloists. Woods tosses off long 
and nimble passages, while Quill raps 
out bursts of melody and builds a 
climactic pattern out of these biting 
fragments and explosions of phrases.

I found Nothing But Soul and Night 
at St. Nick’s most interesting, and 
would have liked to have heard more 
contrapuntal work between the two 
during the chase choruses.

There has been a noticeable welding 
together of style in the group since 
previous recorded efforts. Phil and 
Quill run the danger all two-the-same 
instrument teams run: that of becom
ing too homogenous. What keeps this 
from happening now is the interest 
created by the individual approaches. 
Right now, what the duo needs is a 
recording representative of the fire in
herent in each, and quite often in both. 
(D.C.)

Notice
If you are a member of a jazz 

society, please read on. In a forth
coming issue, Down Beat will print 
a listing of all the known jazz so
cieties in the world. In order that 
our list be as complete as possible, 
we ask that you send us the name 
of the organization to which you 
belong, be it small or large, uni
versity - sponsored or otherwise. 
Send the club’s name, president 
and corresponding secretary, and 
address to Jazz Societies, Down 
Beat, 2001 Calumet Ave., Chicago 
16, Ill. All listings received will be 
used.
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for the entire operation.
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perspectives
By Ralph J. Gleason

The Sunset Auditorium in Carmel, 
Calif., id a small building with a high 
roof, slanting floor, and a warm, 
friendly almost British air about it. 
It’s the main place in this artistic
community (whose zoning laws have 
carefully kept the original, English 
village atmosphere despite the post 
war housinig boom) for performances 
of any kind.

On a recent Saturday night, Carlos 
Montoya sold out the 800 (approxi
mately) seats in the main floor and 
balcony and the following night pianist 
Burt Bales and trumpeter Marty Mar
sala brought the first Dixieland to the 
area in some time.

The Bales-Marsala group was com
posed. in the main, of musicians who 
have been working in that little enclave 
of traditionalism down by the San 
Francisco water front—the Tin Angel 
and Pier 23. They were presented by 
Jimmy Lyons, San Francisco and Mon 
terey Peninsula disc jockey, who pre
viously sponsored the Erroll Gainer 
concert in this same hall which even
tually became Martha Glaser’s hap
piest moment, Concert By the Sea.

The audience for the Dixieland con
cert was less than half that of Mon
toya, but it had twice as much fun. In 
years of attending jazz concerts of all 
sorts (going back to Ernie Anderson’s 
presentations at the Green Lantern in 
New Rochelle) I can’t recall one which 
was more enjoyable.

No one played anything that is going 
to revolutionize jazz. But every musi
cian on the shnw played his best and 
that best was good enough to com
pletely gas everyone there, including 
the musicians themselves. It was a 
grand evening, a ball from start to 
finish, and if the LP that may come 
of it on ABC-Paramount captures a 
quarter of the spirit of the evening, it 
will be a delight.

Bales, whose piano playing has been 
a constant delight to el small but grow
ing audience of traditional jazz fans 
in the San Francisco area, played with 
spirit, conviction, and inspiration. His 
solo numbers were swinging and excit
ing. And his work with the band was 
kicks to the musicians.

Marty Marsala was a revelation to 
almost everyone. He played everything, 
from Struttin’ with Some Barbeque to 
Body and Soul, with enough soul to 
qualify for anyone’^ Soul Derby and 
came through at all times like a pro.

Vince Cattolica, the blind clarinetist 
who hai- been buried in the house band 
of a Frisco night dub for some time, 
was another surprise. Vince swung out 
the joint on his solos and played the 
sort of inspired Dixieland counterpoint 
that few guys, except Edmond Hall, 
seem capable of doing any more. 
Trombon-st Skipp Morr really wailed. 
Drummer Cuz Cousineau and bassist

Cerformance of blues and folk songs 
y Jesse Fuller.
The Bales-Marsala band has all the 

respect for older forms that makes the

Chicago
THE EDDY PETAN TRIO 
Wednesday thru Sunday 

CLUB UNIQUE LOUNGE 
1522 Wert 51st St. Bishop 7-4035

Los Angeles Area
HOWARD RUMSEY'S 

Lighthouse All-Star* 
THE LIGHTHOUSE 

Hermosa Beach 
Top Modu J in N ame l in .'-cert

A Fresh Sound In Dixieland b» 
T. RILEY 

and 
THE SAINTS

CARMEN McRAE — BUUnY RICH 
PEACOCK LANE
Opnning Dec. 20 

BILLY WILLIAMS QUARTET
Opening Jan. 10 (I week only)

WOODY HERMAN 4 HIS 3RD HERD
Hollywood Blvd, cor. Western______ HO 9-4057

BUDDY SHANK QUARTET 
CORAL ROOM

5438 E. Beverly Blvd. PArkview 1-0452
SHANK QUARTET

also featured Sunday 4 fo 8 p.m.

SOUNDPROOF
YOUR INSTRUMENT

Hang-on panels tor apartment pianos 
Practice booths.
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basis for traditional jazz, yet it is not 
afraid to experiment with them Mar
sala and Morr, for instance, have 
worked out a lot of variations <»n the 
traditional patterns which instill new 
life into old warhorses.

If Turk Murphy’s project of a string 
of night clubs comes to be, this is one 
group that’s ready for a break right 
now.

on the soundtrack
By Henry Mancini

We have come to accept the term “un
derscore" as readily understandable 
when we speak of film music. When a 
picture is completed, the composer sits 
down with his stop watch and timing 
sheets and underscores the action of 
the film.

The not-so-glainorous brother of the 
underscore is the “pre-score,” music 
that must be recorded before a film is 
shot In broad terms, any scene that 
involves someone singing, dancing, or 
playing a musical instrument must be 
pre scored before the film is shot.

In many ways it is more tedious and 
ntrve-wrackmg than underscoring. 
When y^u get a musical ef the scope 
of Oklahoma or The King and I, the 
job of pre-scoring becomes one of great 
proportions. In most cases it is a job 
for the arranger rather than the com
poser.

After the songwriters have turned 
in their score for the picture, a seem
ingly never-ending series of meetings 

are held by the producer, director, mu
sic director, choreographer, songwriters.

THEY FIGURE OUT the over all ap
proach to each number. After this has 
been done, the numbers are turned over 
to the choreographer for routining and 
staging. At this stage the dance direc
tor is most important. About this time 
the music director starts to gather his 
forces. He calls in men he feels are best 
suited to each particular type of num
ber—jazz, ballad, lush ballet.

The choreographer works out his 
number with the verformers and a re
hearsal pianist. When it >s ready, the 
arranger is called in. The number is 
performed for him, many times if he 
wishes, and a discussion of how to treat 
the number instrumentally follows.

The arranger is usually given a 
detailed lead sheet that has been 
worked out by the rehearsal pianist. 
Without malice towaid such pianists, 
it may be mentioned that this lead 
sheet is sometimes the cause of a lot 
of grief to the arranger

WHILE WORKING OUT the num 
ber. the rehearsal pianist is called on 
to write down figures and fill-ins that 
match the number. The performers get 
the “sound” of these in their minds and 
come to regard them as sign posts 
They associate certain figures with cer
tain steps. Many of these fills are pi
anistic in nature and almost impossible 
to make sound good for orchestra. So 
the arranger proceeds to write some
thing that will “sound.” Then the per
formers throw a tantrum after hear
ing the arrangement run down for the 
first time. They say, “This can’t be my 
number. I don’t heai any of the figures 
we rehearsed to.” However, after a 

few more run-throughs, they usually 
cool off and are happy with the ar
rangement.

Some numbers run 10 minutes or 
more. These are done in sections, some
times as many as five or six. Vocab 
are done in a Foundproof room called 
the dog house. It has a glass panel 
so the singer can see the conductor. 
Earphones are worn by both the con
ductor and the singer so they can hear 
each other.

THE VOICE IS ISOLATED on a 
separate track so it can be raised or 
lowered to get the desired balance.

Some of the biggest singing stars 
get a little weak-kneed when they are 
to perform with a large orchestra. In 
these cases, the orchestra records the 
background without the singer, who 
later puts on earphones and records 
his part alone.

Large choral groups usually are re
corded over the orchestra track. Again 
the reason is to give the greatest pos
sible leeway to the final balance.

The subject of pre-scoring is so 
large that I will continue it in my next 
column.
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If s About Time
New York—Tony Scott, trying 

to decipher the dial of his watch 
which tells the time, day, and date, 
shook his head and grinned.

“They’re putting everything into 
these watches,” he said. “They’ve 
even got one now that tells you 
who’s playing at Birdland.” U!

NEW DIRECTIONS IN JAZZ PIANO
Page after page of interesting harmonic inno
vations, now s*yles and techniques to give 
fresh, modem ideas to thè pianist ..$1.25 
INNOVATIONS IN
FULL CHORD TECHNIQUE
Don't let playing chords tie you up in knots 
This compie’»- book illustra si hew Brubeck, 
Sheering, Tristano use the fui chord technique 
—parallel, block, whole tone, minor..........$1.25 
PIANO ORIGINALS ET THE GREAT SCOTT 
You hoard these on Bethlehem Records Now

BE A MODERNIST ON YOUR INSTRUMENT
SUPER SOUNDS SIMPLIFIED-Ue systems of 
Schillinger, Schoenberg and Hindemith finally

Sues, Arranging, etc only 
ENCYCIOPEDIA OF CHORDS

$1.25

•vary nota it on paper for you $1 2S
HAI SCHAEFER IN THE JAZZ WORK SHOP
-4 brilliant piano transcriptions direct from 

his new RCA Victor album............ $1 25
CHORDS AND PROGRESSIONS VOLUMES I 
I 2.—Theory made easyl Learr Popular, Mod- 
e-n, Chromatic, Deceptive, Substitute eno 
"Blues" progressions to essential for tha mod
em musiciar $1.25 each
DAVE BRUBECK'S PIANO WORKS — tran
scribed from his latest recordings so you can 
play them too. Th« first printed examples 
uf the Brubeck creative style and improvisa
tions—Volumes I and II.... $2.00 each
JAZZ ORIGINALS FOR ALTO SAX BY 
HAL McKUSICK
Ton great progressiva -an solos by RCA Vic
tor's brightest ¡on star. Exactly as he re
corded them .......................................................$1.25
CHARLIE PARKER $ VAROBIRD ORIGINALS 
Any olhn Mx man can take off on these origi- 
”al solos end ad-lib—exactly as recorded by 
r aise Includes piano accompaniment... $1.25 
AL COHN'S RECORD SOLOS FOR SAX — 
from his hit records come these transcription 
for tenor mx...................................................$1.25
AL COHN'S JAZZ WORKSHOP FOR TENOR 
SAX—this prodigious tenor man with four g»e f 
arrangements including excerpts from EAST 
COAST JAZZ SCENE $1.2S
CHAS PARKER'S RESC* SOLOS FOR ALTO 
SAX—exciting new sounds a mvrt for alto 
men. Jen in the Porker tradition ..............$1.00

Rub Year Order

book witty over 1000 chords used in modern 
music. Every musician needs one____ $1.25
EAR TRAINING AND LIGHT READING - How 
to develop absolute pitch, sight singing end 
ear training for all voices aid instruments 
Dr. Maury Deutsch....................... . $1.25
JA27BG CO-1'NS PRESENTS THE 
EAST COAST JAZZ SCENE
Six arrangements for small combos In one 
book Composed and arranged by such stars 
as: Manny Albarn, Don Elliot, ate. Italy 51.25 
JAZZ DUETS 
Dixieland, Bop, Jan, Cool sounds—theyra ail 
in this big book Name your instrument, treble 
clef only Von. I end II. . S' 25 each 
ROCK 'N' ROLL-12 SWING ORIGINALS 
The yudience wants it . so play it! 12 
original hits like Stompin' Round Rock Candy 
etc. Parts for all Bb Eb C instruments ano 
trombone in one book......................... $1.25 each
LEARN TO We Tf PROGRESSIVE SOUNDS 
New sounds through harmony, melody, 12 tone 
technic >nd rhythm, plus 4 modern fan works.
Mutic of thr futura $1.25
SHORTY ROGERS' JAZZ THEMES rOR Fl 
ANO. Seven prog restive ¡an solos as recorded 
on Victor records................... only $1.25
JOHNNY SMITH'S A'D TO TECHNIC
This great Guitarist shows how to acquire a»«- 
terity, speed end complete control of the 
fingerboard ...................................................... $1.50
JOHNNY SMITH GUITAR INTERPRETATIONS 
Take your pick, but you mus’ know the mod
ern guitar sounds. This book shows you how
Vols. I and II. $1.25 each
HY WHITE'S 0 ORIGINALS FOO 
MODERN GUITAR
Naw modern harmony end progressiva ha 
monic devices. Professional material $1,25 
ARTISTRY IN TECHNIQUE FOR
MODERN GUITAR
Develop your technique end fingering Play

all the difficult passages In modern musis 
with ease. ....................... $1.25
COOL SOUNDS OF MILES DAVIS—milestone 
in modern jazx; th* new sounds with ad-lib 
choruses exactly as he recorded them Cool 
iau V lumes I 1 2 $1.2S each
HOW TO IMPROVISE
Complete control of the subtle sounds is yours 
in everything you play from Dixieland to cetin 
for all instruments $1.25
NEWI SHELLY MANNE DRUM FOLIO
The original drum parts exactly at written foi 
end played by SHELLY MANNe Now you can 
read and hear the same drum ports ot the 
some time! Spacial recording by Shelly Mann* 
Included free. It's loaded with now Ideas end 
techniques for the modern drummer

Complete $2 50 
DRUM CRAFT — tho modern approach for the 
dance drummer . , . faking, reading, Latin 
beat, Dixieland . . . correct use of acces
sories . . . commercial drumming, etc. $1.25 
A COURSE IN MODERN HARMONY — Begins 
whore old fashioned books end . . . besic 
foundation for the study of orronging.. $1.25 
AD-LIB—Basic instruction in tho art of creating 
AD LIB choruses TAKE-OFFS end improvising 
Includes ANALYZED AD LIB choruses on 24 
Standards .........  only $1.25
DANCE BAND ARRANGING
A new modern book by Dr. Deutsch containing 
all the new styling, technics, devices, etc. 
Become a topnotch arranger.. only $1.50 
SUPER CHORDS SIMPLIFIED, by Dr. Dautsch 
Contains counterpoint, improvisation, modula
tion every chord end progression 'n modern 
music, etc .... price 51.50
MUSICAL PSYCHOLOGY Hoe to arrange 
for radio, TV, theatre, ballet, etc. Film back
ground music principles explained and il
lustrated. Dr Maury beutsch . .$1.00
DR. DEUTSCH SYSTEM OF MUSICAL COM 
POSITION—Extended tonality, form and style, 
music in 4 dimension!, etc. for the arranger

*

• poi* card will do Pottage paid
with limited time for study

on prepaid order»
S3 00

SEND FOR FREE LIST — MONEY RACK GUARANTEE

Seed for Our New Listing for Small Comber R aitclM ««unin»**
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SONG WRITERS! Let ua help you Write Holly 
wood Songwriters’ Bureau. 6880 Hollywood 
Blvd.. Hollywood. California.

SPECIALS!! Voiced for Trumpet, Alto, Tenor 
plua rhythm Also Trumpet, Tenor, Trombone, 
and Trumpet, Alto, Tenor, Trombone, Bari
tone arrangements. Arranging Service, 24 
Lincoln Ave , Pittaford, N. Y

SAX and TRUMPET MEN, Top Grade. Back every 
night. Top wage* Clem Brau Orch., Arling 
ton, Minn.

EG. SEXTET Arrangement* $4.50, 5 320.00. Mod
ern Guitar Chorusea 76c, 5-$8.0" Ken Hillman, 
7649 Phillips, Chicago 49. III.

SPECIAL MATERIAL written to order. Instru
mental and vocal productions. Johnny Murphy, 
Box 26, Wantagh, N. Y.

USED WHITE ORCHESTRA COATS SINGU 
BREASTED $5. TUXEDO TROUSERS $4. KALE 
UNIFORMS, 1210 JEFFERSON, CHICAGO, ILL.

We arrange modem Jan choruses on all Impoi- 
tint .tandards, especially for your Instrument 
Our «taff write* for America's leading Jan 
Soloists.

LEARN PIANO TUNING AND REPAIRING AT 
HOME WRITE KARL BARTENBACH, 1001 
WELLS ST., LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.

506—STUART MUSICAL SLIDERULE Four 
separate slide rules give all chords 
transposition and soles at a glance 
Also 14 choices of harmonizing any 

melody note Complete..............

“THE SOUND ROOM” — Hollywood'. Modern 
J au Record Shop (021 Sunaet Blvd., Holly
wood. Calif. Hollywood 5-8(18.

FREE CATALOGS—Berigan Beiderbeck or Charlie 
Parker or Bing Croaby. ARG - 341 - Cooper’s 
Station . NYC.

Minimum prices 
WRITE FOR FREE INFORMATION TODAY'

grounds .....................................................................
912—CHORDS BUILT Bv FOURTH INTER 

VALS. A chart of ultramodern 3, 4. 5 
and 6 note chords and how to substitute 
them for conventional chords..........I

940—NEW CHORDS FOR STANDARD HITS.
Exciting different harmonizations of all 
the best known all t me hits.......................... I

SONGWRITERS, protect your ideasi Hold all 
songs. poems! Write for safe correct pro
cedure SONG SERVICE, Dept. DB. 8’S Weat 
56th St., New York 19. N Y

GETZEN TRUMPET, leather ease, like new — 
<99.00. ATlantic 6-6931. T. G. Turk, 1906 
Kern* Avenue, San Marino, Calif.

DIXIELAND ARRANGEMENTS Zep Meissner, 
5016 Biloxi. North Hollywood. Cniifornia.

orogresslons for iny melody. 
47— .MPROv ISING and HOT

Hundreds of Improvisation

904—ASCENDIN’. PIANO RUNS For the r'ght 
hand in all popular keys......................

66—PROGRESSIVE PIANO lARMONIZA-
TIONS The modem way of harmonizing 
any melody note using unconventional 

chord formation .................................... .. .............

WRITE SONGS?? Bead “Songwriter’s Review’ 
magazine, 1660-DB Broadway, New York 19. 
26c copy; $2.60 year.

Minimum Order $1 10—Money Back Guarantee

FREE "CATALOG O» 500 PUBLICATIONS
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COMBOS: New -lovultie*. funny songs. Special 
material & double entendre items: also featur. 
item- for your girl singers with combos. You'll 
'WOW'' youi audiences with these Write; 

Combo Music Supply, 1047^j W, 62nd St., Los 
Angeles 37, Cal.
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SONGWRITERS! Honest help, free advice. Our 
songs recorded by Victor. I*ec<a, MGM. lad 
others. Dosen» accepted by leading publishers. 
Music sr lyrics furnished, marketing assist
ance. J ornar Music, 6880 Hollywood Blvd., 
Suite A, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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GLENN MILLER Vol. 3—Hi. Air Force Band 
$9.96. 72 Selection» on 16 RCA Victor 45 
RPM R,-corda. De luxe Clothbound Factory 
Sealed Album was $26. Special Price $9.96 
postpaid anywhere in U.S. A fine Xmas Gift 
for the Record Collector. Record- by Mail--3 
S. Howard St—Balte. 1, Md

Benny Goodman MUSICIANS
(Continued from Page 11)

YOU CAN SOUND LIKE 
THE TOP JAZZ PERFORMERS!

tables across the country and around 
the world in Columbia’s package of 
two LPs which came from an air check 
and which had been kicking around 
Benny’s homes and offices for some 15 
years.

His discography runs into hundreds 
upon hundreds of records. Among the 
ones he likes as his personal favorites 
are: Sometime» I’m Happy, King Por
ter Stomp, When Buddha Smiles, Star
dust, Swing time in the Rockies (all 
Victor); Benny Rides Again and Clari
net a la King (Columbia).

Musicians who played with him or 
who knew him «luring the band’s big 
years still recall that he would prac
tice almost as much as he would play 
in public. His clarinets were always 
treated with care and respect, and his 
reeds were fastidiously guarded.

His personal quest for perfection 
gave rise to what musicians termed 
The Kay; a manifestation of his im
patience at himself, he recalled in an 
interview on the Voice of America, 
which was probably reflected at the 
band. It’s enough to say that floodman 
always worked hard, and his band 
members were expected to keep pace

In the late ’40s, Benny studied with 
Reginald Kell, considered the top classi
cal clarinetist. Musicians are undecided 
on the results of that study, which pro
duced a change in embouchure and a 
more legitimate sound than that of the 
prewar BG clarinet.

“Classical music den and- a different 
approach,” he says. “You sort of have 
to rifle a fence when you’re playing 
both classical and jazz.

“But I think any kind of .-tudying 
helps your jaz? playing. And I think 
it’s a great help to any musician to 
plav classical music.”

Goodman holds the all-time record for 
Down Beat Awards with his election 
to the Hall of Fame making a total of 
28 for him.

What next?
In addition to the overseas tour with 

his band, which is now being roughed 
out, Benny may become a Bostonian 
and conduct a jazz workshop at Boston 
university.

Negotiations between Goodman and 
the school are underway, but there are 
too many factors yet to make a com
mitment definite.

Dean Robert A. Choate told Boston 
jazz writer-disc Jockey John McLe’lan, 
“This is the first step in our expanding 
program of jazz.* We are setting up 
this workshop preparatory to estab
lishing a major in the field.”

With some 500 fulltime students in 
the University’s music department, 
Goodman would have ample opportunity 
to bring his yeaki of experience a? n 
jazzman and as a leader into focus 
with student bands and combos.

Benny’s New York office confirmed 
that the idea is under consideration and 
apparently a mutual time agreement 
will have to be worked out.

And what could be a better climax 
to u long career <n jazz than stepping 
•ut of the Hall of Fame and onto the 

bandstand to start another generation 
on the road to swing?
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tangents 
•------------------------ By Don Gold

On a rainy Chicago night recently 
some sort of history was made.

It happened by accident.
And the handful of persons who 

braved the weather to help Frank 
Holzfeind celebrate the 10th anniver
sary of the Blue Note became a part 
of it.

It wasn’t one of those nights that 
alter and illuminate our time. But I’m 
glad I was there.

Scheduled to appear for the anni
versary audience were the Oscar Pe
terson trio and Les Jazz Modes. The 
latter group, in splendid form, did ap
pear. Peterson, Ray Brown, and Herb 
Ellis, however, were grounded by the 
weather in Montreal.

As a result, this was one night when 
Holzfeind could identify some of his 
friends. Immediately, four of them 
stepped forward. Pianist-singer Dick 
Baker offered his services. Three other 
friends followed.

THE FIRST WAS Burr Tillstrom. 
The second w’as a dragon named Ollie. 
The third was a regular doll named 
Kukla. Other friends joined in, includ
ing Beulah Witch, the high flying phil
osopher, and Madame Oglepuss, the 
distinguished soprano.

And those who listened attentively 
were rewarded. Most of those present 
were completely captivated by Till- 

strom’s remarkable versatility and im
provisational ability.

Tillstrom and company, severed from 
the television audience last August 
after 10 years of intelligent programs, 
provided the Blue Note audience with 
a delightful contrast to the efforts of
Les Jazz Modes. During the two set 
performance by the Kuklapolitan play
ers, extensions of Tillstrom’s multi
faceted personality, direct communica
tion with the audience was achieved 
consistently.

Tillstrom transmits the pathos of 
Chaplin, the warmth of Wallace Beery, 
and the penetrating insight of Ernest 
Hemingway, in a seemingly effortless 
fashion. In this sense, he has much in 
common with Gerry Mulligan or Dizzy 
Gillespie.

His sense of satire is appropriate, 
too. Few of those present will forget 
an inimitable jazz and poetry presen
tation by Ollie, with Caesar Giovan- 
nini at the piano. And Kukla’s tender 
folk song, Turtledove, was a poignant
ly sung message.

All this rambling is intended to be 
more than a press release for Till
strom and friends or a mere reminis
cence of an enchanting evening.

On the west coast, poets have been 
working with, or against, jazz groups. 
Mort Sahl, the contemporary Mencken, 
has worked at jazz clubs, including the 
Blue Note.

THERE WOULD be nothing strange, 
therefore, in booking a jazz group and 
Tillstrom’s entourage for the same 
program.

Tillstrom has indicated that he ia 
interested in the idea of working vari
ous jazz clubs. He’s eager for experi
mentation and feels that appearing in 
a jazz club would be worthwhile.

Many jazz groups, I know, would 
welcome working with a group as re
freshing as Tillstrom’s collection of 
unique characters. Julius Watkins, co
leader of Les Jazz Modes, was capti
vated, too, by Tillstrom’s virtuosity. 
“That’s an entertaining group,” he 
said, after recovering from the initial 
shock of seeing a sad-faced dragon 
peer at him from a portable stage.

Tillstrom could be the answer to one 
of the questions facing many jazz club 
owners—how to enlarge the audience? 
His appealing presentation would un
doubtedly lure many customers to any 
club; his reputation is well-established. 
He could assist in bringing more lis
teners to jazz. At the same time, he 
could be attracting many jazz fans to 
Kukla, Ollie, Beulah, and assorted fla
vors of Kuklapolitan life.

Both groups—the jazz fans and the 
Tillstrom fans—would benefit.

One thing is clear: Tillstrom is in
terested in the idea.

So are many of those who sat in and 
saw it happen for the first time.

As one observer remarked, “Can you 
imagine Dizzy in conversation with 
Ollie?"

I can.
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